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1 
Smmary 
KC and KCζ are members of the atypical protein kinase C family and play a 
key role in reglating cell polarity. KC also acts as an oncogene and high levels of KC 
protein in canceros tisse is linked to a poor patient prognosis. Identifying sbstrates of 
KC is important to nderstand how KC controls cell polarity and is acting as an 
oncogene. his work describes the localisation of KC and KCζ, with KC and KCζ 
localising to the tight jnctions and centrosomes dring mitosis. he atophosphorylation 
and activation of KC and KCζ also increases dring mitosis. his sggests that 
sbstrates of KC cold be localised to the centrosomes and tight jnctions. A kinase 
assay was developed to elcidate novel KC phosphorylation targets. he polarity and 
centrosomal phosphorylation candidates; als-1, Dlg, GSK3β and LGN  were tested, 
however, none of these were fond to be in vitro KC phosphorylation targets, sggesting 
that KC does not fnction by phosphorylating these proteins. Interestingly, Dlg was 
fond to increase the atophosphorylation of KC indicating that it activates KC. 
revios stdies have shown that KC may also be involved in the Hippo pathway, which 
controls cell proliferation and cell death. KC activation inhibits the Hippo pathway as a 
reslt of the mislocalisation of the Hippo protein. his work has demonstrated that the 
transcriptional co-activator proteins Yap and az, which fnction downstream of the Hippo 
pathway, are phosphorylated by KC in vitro. In addition, overepression of Yap and 
KC in MDCK cells cases the nclear accmlation of Yap, indicating that 
phosphorylation of Yap by KC promotes its nclear entry and possibly transcription of 
its target genes. herefore, these reslts identify a new way in which KC reglates the 
Hippo pathway and sggests the direct reglation of the Hippo pathway cold be involved 
in the promotion of tmorigenesis by KC. 
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Abbreviation Fll et 
AC Adenomatos polyposis coli 
aKC Atypical rotein Kinase C 
AG Arothioglcose 
AM Arothiomalate 
Bcl-XL B-cell lymphoma etra large 
cIAs Celllat inhibitors of apoptosis 
CRIB Cdc42/Rac interacting domain 
CGF Connective tisse growth factor 
DaKC Drosophila KC/ζ 
Dlg Discs Large 
DMSO Dimethyl slfoide 
EM Epithelial-mesenchyme transition 
FCS Foetal calf serm 
FERM F for 4.1 protein, E for ezrin, R for radiin and M for moesin 
GC5 γ-tblin comple protein-5 
GEF Ganine ncleotide echange factor 
GSK3β Glycogen Synthase Kinase 3β 
has heart and sol 
hCG Chorionic gonadotrophin 
HV Hman papillomavirs 
HR Horse radish peroidase 
hScrib Hman Scribble 
IRS-1 Inslin receptor sbstrate 1 
I Immnoprecipitation 
JAM Jnctiona adhesion molecle 
KD Kinase dead 
LA LRR and D domain 
LB Lria Bertani 
Lgl Lethal Giant Larvae 
LI Labmbda-interacting protein 
LRR Lecine rich repeats 
MAGUK Membrane-associated ganylate kinase 
MDCK Madin-Darby Canine Kidney Cells 
MMR Marcs modified ringers 
NGF Nerve growth factor 
NSCLC Non-small cell lng cancer 
BS hosphate Bffered Saline 
D ostsynaptic density 95, discs large, O-1 
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KM rotein Kinase M 
MSG regnant mare serm gonadotrophin 
2A rotein phosphatase 2A 
SSM osition specific scoring matri 
SDM Site-directed mtagenesis 
Src-3 Steroid receptor coactivator-3 
Sr1 Slfonylrea receptor 1 
DCLs mor derived cell lines 
ER ransepithelial electrical resistance 
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W Wild type 
O-1 onla Occldens-1 




1.1 Atypical rotein Kinase C Family 
he atypical rotein Kinase C proteins (aKC) are members of the protein kinase C 
family, a grop of serine/threonine kinases that phosphorylate a wide range of target 
proteins (Newton, 1995). he eleven member family is comprised of three grops; 
conventional, novel and atypical protein kinase C. aKC differs from the conventional and 
novel forms in that it is not calcim or diacylglycerol sensitive. here are two aKC 
proteins; KC/λ and KCζ. KC and KCλ are orthologes, KCλ is the mose name 
for hman KC. KC/λ and KCζ have  72% total amino acid homology and 86% 
homology within the kinase domain (Akimoto et al., 1994). KCζ was first cloned in 1992 
(Nakanishi and Eton, 1992) and KC/λ in 1993 (Akimoto et al., 1994; Selbie et al., 
1993). here are also two other aKC family members; KCζII and KMζ. KCζII has no 
kinase activity bt can interact with the catalytic domain of KC/ζ and with ar-6, 
possibly acting as a dominant negative, preventing the interaction between KC/ζ and 
ar-6 and inhibiting KC/ζ fnction (arkinson et al., 2004). RNAi of KCζII in HCII 
mose mammary epithelial cells promotes tight jnction formation indicating that KCζII 
inhibits tight jnction development. KMζ is the catalytic domain of KCζ, it has no 
reglatory domain and is therefore constittively active (Hernandez et al., 2003) and is 
only fond in the brain. his stdy will focs on KC and KCζ. 
Hman KCι 596aa 
Serine/hreonine Kinase Reglatory domain 
n 
Finger 
Hman KCζ 592aa 
Serine/hreonine Kinase Reglatory domain 
n 
Finger 
Figre 1.1 A schematic diagram showing the domains of hman KC and KCζ 
KC/ζ have for main domains; a reglatory domain that contains a B1 domain, a 
psedosbstrate domain, a zinc-finger domain and a kinase domain that phosphorylates 
target proteins. 
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1.1.1 he ar-aKC Comple 
Figre 1.2 he ar-aKC comple. 
KC/ζ binds ar-3 and ar-6. CRIB - Cdc42/Rac interacting domain; D - postsynaptic 
density 95, discs large, zonla occldens-1; CR - conserved region. Adapted from Ohno, 
(2001). 
KC/ζ form a conserved comple with ar-6 and ar-3, which is termed the ar-
KC comple (Ohno, 2001). KC/ζ binds to ar-6 throgh the B1 domain of ar-6 and 
the reglatory domain of KC/ζ (Etienne-Manneville and Hall, 2003b). ar-3 binds to the 
kinase domain of KC/ζ and ar-6 and ar-3 interact with each other throgh their D 
domains to complete the comple (figre 1.2). 
ar-6 and KC/ζ normally colocalise within cells, however ar-3 only joins this 
comple when the cells polarise and this association has been reported to be transient 
(otong et al., 2007). ar-3 seems to act as a scaffolding protein that enlists the ar-6-KC 
comple to the apical domain of polarised cells and to areas of tight jnction assembly 
(Denning, 2007). here are other proteins that have been reported to associate with this 
comple sch as lambda-interacting protein (LI), Rac1 (Jaken and arker, 2000), 
members of the 14-3-3 family, Cdc42 (Szki and Ohno, 2006) and jnctional adhesion 
molecle (JAM) (Ohno, 2001). hese proteins may serve to bring the sbstrates of KC/ζ 
into close proimity and will be discssed in more detail later. 
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1.1.2 Differences between KC and KCζ 
he phenotypes of the knock-ot KC (lethal) and KCζ (viable), which will be 
discssed later, indicate that they may have fnctional differences despite their high 
homology. However, this has not been well stdied, especially in the contet of cell 
polarity. Many of the antibodies sed bind to both isoforms and dominant negatives 
sally inhibit both isoforms making the effects of dominant negatives and localisation 
difficlt to distingish between the two. his has led to some grops referring to aKC 
rather than the individal isoform. In contrast knockots are specific for each isoform and 
show different phenotypes. Other known differences between the two proteins inclde the 
LI, which is a KC specific activator that does not bind KCζ (Diaz-Meco et al., 1996b). 
Dring mose embryonic development KC/λ mRNA is epressed abndantly throghot 
the embryo. However, KCζ epression is lower throghot development and is fond in 
fewer tisses. At later stages of development (embryonic day 16.5) KC and KCζ both 
show high level of mRNA and protein epression in epithelial tisses sch as the intestine, 
kidney and lng (Kovac et al., 2007). his may indicate that in a polarised epithelial tisse 
the fnctions of KC and KCζ are redndant. In this report KC/ζ will be sed when it 
is not clear which isoform is being researched and KC or KCζ when it is specific. 
1.2 Cell olarity 
KC/ζ are known reglators of cell polarity (Szki and Ohno, 2006). Cell 
polarity can be defined as the asymmetric distribtion of constitents within a single cell 
that prodces an asymmetry of celllar fnctions. Epithelial cells are one eample of 
polarised cells, they have apical and basolateral domains and each domain carries ot 
different fnctions. he domains are separated by tight jnctions (Farqhar and alade, 
1963) (figre 1.3), which block diffsion across the epithelial sheet and between the apical 
and basal membrane domains. ight jnctions are composed of the transmembrane 
proteins; cladin, occldin, JAM and membrane associated proteins; O-1, O-2 and 
cinglin. Occldin and cladin are reqired to maintain the transepithelial electrical 
resistance (ER) of the cell. hey also fnction as cell-cell adhesion molecles. O-1 and 
O-2 are scaffolding proteins that have D, SH3 and an inactive ganylate kinase 
domain that target other proteins to the tight jnctions and bind to actin. Cinglin may also 
be a scaffolding protein responsible for actin organisation at the tight jnction (Balda and 
Matter, 1998; Mitic and Anderson, 1998). Below the tight jnctions are adherens jnctions, 
13 
which are cadherin-based cell-cell adhesion sites composed of cadherin, β-catenin, α-
catenin, vinclin, α-actinin, O-1, actin, nectin and LIN-7, with other proteins localising in 
the area that may be connected to the adherens jnction (Nagafchi, 2001). Adherens 
jnctions are responsible for cell-cell adhesion. Desmosomes are composed of the 
desmosomal cadherins; desmogliens and desmocollins to which the proteins plakoglobin, 
plakophilin and desmoplakin associate (Green and Jones, 1996). Hemidesmosomes are 
composed of α and β-integrins, laminin-5, B180 and plactin. he desmosomes and 
hemidesmosomes provide a cell srface attachment site to bind intermediate filaments to 
help maintain tisse integrity. 
Figre 1.3 A olarised Epithelial Cell. (cortesy of V. Sherwood) 
olarised epithelial cells have apical and basal domains which are separated by tight 
jnctions. Below the tight jnctions are adherens jnctions and desmosomes, which 
provide sites of cell-cell adhesion. Connecting an epithelial sheet to the basal lamina are 
hemidesmosomes. 
Another eample of cell polarity occrs in developing embryonic cells, which are 
often polarised and cell fate determinants are asymmetrically distribted, so that dring 
asymmetric division, each daghter cell receives a different set of cell fate determinants 
(Knoblich, 2008). his generates cell fate diversity, allowing a comple mlticelllar 
organism to arise from a single cell. Other eamples of polarised cells are migrating cells, 
nerones and cells involved in wond healing. Cell polarity is often disrpted in cancer; 
cells lose polarity and this contribtes to tmor formation, which is covered in section 
1.7, so cell polarity is important for a diverse range of biological processes and cancer 
progression. 
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1.3 he Control of Epithelial Cell olarity. 
here are for main polarity complees that are reqired to maintain polarity: the 
apical KC/ζ/ar-3/ar-6 comple, the apical Crmbs/als-1/AJ comple, the 
basolateral Lethal giant larvae (Lgl)/Discs Large (Dlg)/Scribbles grop and the lateral 
Yrt, Coracle, Nerein IV and Na+, K+-Aase grop, as well as the basolateral protein 
ar-1. hese complees are evoltionarily conserved (Hrd et al., 2003; Izmi et al., 1998; 
Joberty et al., 2000; Laprise et al., 2009; Lin et al., 2000; lant et al., 2003; Yamanaka et 
al., 2003) and are reqired to establish and maintain epithelial polarity. 
1.4 he ar-aKC comple 
he ar-aKC comple, as discssed above, is an apical comple that consists of 
KC/ζ, ar-6 and ar-3. he three proteins colocalise at tight jnctions (Izmi et al., 
1998; Szki et al., 2001). 
1.4.1 Fnction of KC/ζ 
In C. elegans, the homologe of KC/ζ is called KC-3. he one cell C. elegans 
embryo is highly polarised and KC-3 localises to the anterior of the embryo with ar-3 
and ar-6 (St Johnston and Ahringer, 2010). he ar-KC comple is reqired to establish 
polarity once the C. elegans egg has been fertilised and enters the first mitotic division 
(Cowan and Hyman, 2007) and loss of these proteins reslts in a loss of polarity. 
Drosophila KC/ζ (DaKC) zygotic nll mtants are normal at the embryonic 
stage, de to maternal DaKC contribtion, bt the mtants are lethal at the larval stage 
(Rolls et al., 2003). he mtants have abnormal neroblast polarity, indicated by 
mislocalised Lgl and ar-6. he DaKC mtants also have defects in epithelial cell 
polarity and a loss of monolayer morphology. Epression of DaKC mtants that cannot 
bind ar-6 or lack kinase activity case a loss of apico-basal polarity in the embryonic 
ectoderm and neroblasts, however the folliclar epithelim is grossly normal (Kim et al., 
2009). his indicates that the kinase activity of DaKC is reqired for many epithelia bt 
may be dispensable in some Drosophila epithelial cell types. 
KC is called heart and sol (has) in ebrafish. Embryonic has mtants affect the 
morphogenesis of embryonic polarised epithelia. he adherens jnctions are not 
maintained in has mtants, reslting in mltiple lmens in the intestine and disorganised 
retina (Horne-Badovinac et al., 2001). In the developing Xenops embryo, dominant 
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negative KC/ζ cases a loss of apical identity. here is an epansion of the basolateral 
domain into the apical domain, as indicated by staining for the basolateral markers, β-1 
integrin and occldin. here is also a loss of tight jnctions, as indicated by a loss of 
cinglin staining (Chalmers et al., 2005). Dring Xenops gastrlation it has been shown 
that XGA is phosphorylated by KC/ζ, which allows XGA to bind ar-5. XGA 
controls convergent etension in Xenops by cooperating with ar proteins to control cell 
polarity (Hyodo-Mira et al., 2006). 
Aberrant localisation of KC/ζ in the chick neroepithelim reslts in a disrption 
of neronal polarity (Ghosh et al., 2008). Epression of myristoylated KC/ζ localises to 
the entire cell membrane and cases adherens jnctions disrption and a loss of 
neroepithelial architectre. Inhibition of KC/ζ sing an inhibitor prevents nerones 
from gaining polarity (Shi et al., 2003). 
KCζ deficient mice are viable and grossly normal. hey have small changes in the 
spleen and β-cell matration is slow, NFκB activation is also slowed, indicating that KCζ 
is involved in the immne system (Leitges et al., 2001). his may indicate that KCζ has 
no role in polarity or that it is fnctionally redndant and can be replaced with KC/λ in 
polarity. KC/λ knock-ot mice are embryonic lethal, they die at embryonic day 9 and are 
highly morphologically abnormal (Soloff et al., 2004). he embryos appear to have no 
morphological organisation at all, which is consistent with a role for KC/λ in cell 
polarity. A conditional knock-ot of KC/λ in photoreceptors within the mose retina 
reslts in a lack of cell polarisation, bt does not affect receptor differentiation (Koike et 
al., 2005). When KC/λ is conditionally knocked-ot in the mose neocorte there is a 
loss of adherens jnctions and polarity (Imai et al., 2006). here is a disrption of 
neroepithelial tisse architectre and the mice die within one month and display 
hydrocephals. In a KC/λ conditional knock-ot in the mose lens, there is redced 
proliferation dring development cased by prematre withdrawal from the cell cycle 
(Sgiyama et al., 2009). he lens cells also go throgh epithelial-mesenchyme transition 
(EM), therefore, in the lens KC/λ is reqired for proliferation and to sppress EM. In 
smmary KCλ knock-ot in different tisses cases a general loss of cell polarity which 
spports a role for KC/λ in cell polarity. 
KC/ζ are also involved in tight jnction reglation in mammalian cell lines. ar-3 
binds to the tight jnction protein JAM, tethering the ar-KC comple to the tight 
jnction (Ebnet et al., 2004). KC/ζ is the last tight jnction protein to be recrited to the 
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tight jnction; however, the kinase activity of KC/ζ is reqired for jnctional matration 
as in the mose mammary epithelial MD1-A cells, epression of a dominant negative 
KCλ prevents jnctional matration (Szki et al., 2002). O-2 is also phosphorylated by 
KC/ζ and associates with KC/ζ in vivo (Avila-Flores et al., 2001). his 
phosphorylation occrs dring tight jnction assembly; however, the prpose of this 
phosphorylation remains nclear as no stdies were carried ot with a non-
phosphorylatable O-2. KC/ζ phosphorylates cladin-4 dring tight jnction formation 
and prevention of this phosphorylation sing a cladin-4 mtant that cannot be 
phosphorylated prevents tight jnction formation (Aono and Hirai, 2008). A dominant 
negative mtant of KC/ζ interferes with tight jnction development in MDCK cells, 
where it has been shown that there is mislocalisation of ar-3, O-1, occldin and cladin-
1 (Szki et al., 2001). In 3D MDCK cysts, dominant negative KC/ζ reslts in mltiple 
lmen cysts (Horikoshi et al., 2009). herefore, KC/ζ is essential for tight jnction 
development. 
All of these reports from diverse systems ranging from C. elegans to mammals 
indicate that KC/ζ has a crcial role in cell polarity and the establishment and/or 
maintenance of epithelial cell jnctions. 
1.4.2 Reglation of KC/ζ 
One mode of KC/ζ activation is throgh ar-6 and Cdc42. ar-6 links Cdc42 to 
KC/ζ, by binding to Cdc42 throgh its CRIB domain and binding the reglatory domain 
of KC/ζ. he binding of ar-6 to the reglatory domain of KC/ζ is inhibitory, bt the 
binding of Cdc42 to ar-6 relieves the inhibition of ar-6 on KC/ζ (Qi et al., 2000; 
Yamanaka et al., 2001) allowing KC/ζ to atophosphorylate (Akimoto et al., 1994). Loss 
of Cdc42 phenocopies mtations in ar-6 and KC/ζ in the Drosophila notm (Georgio 
et al., 2008). Cdc42 also targets the ar-KC comple to the apical corte (Martin-
Belmonte et al., 2007). he association of Cdc42 with the ar-aKC comple and 
therefore the activation of KC/ζ is thoght to be mediated by ceramide which binds 
directly to the comple (Krishnamrthy et al., 2007). Ceramide depletion reslts in no 
association of Cdc42 and the ar-KC comple and therefore no KC/ζ activation, 
however, this has only been shown in mose embroid bodies. A Cdc42 activator and 
therefore activator of KC/ζ is ba, a ganine ncleotide echange factor (GEF) specific 
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for Cdc42 (Qin et al., 2010). Cdc42 is apically enriched in MDCK cysts; however, this 
enrichment is abolished pon ba depletion, as is KC/ζ atophosphorylation and 
therefore activation. So ba activates Cdc42 which in trn activates KC/ζ throgh ar-
6. 
Another KC specific activator is LI which binds to the zinc-finger region of 
KC/λ, bt not KCζ and activates KC/λ in vivo (Diaz-Meco et al., 1996b), however, 
this method of KC/ζ activation has not been linked to polarity. Dap160 (related to 
mammalian Intersectin) is also an activator of KC/ζ was been fond in Drosophila 
neroblasts. Dap160 colocalises with DaKC at the apical corte in vivo. In vitro Dap160 
interacts with DaKC and stimlates the activity of DaKC (Chab and Doe, 2008). 
Dap160 mtant neroblasts have ectopic DaKC localisation and abnormal polarity, 
indicating that DaKC is not active. his work needs to be repeated in mammalian 
epithelial cells to discover whether this is also a KC/ζ reglation method in mammals 
(via Intersectin) or is specific to Drosophila. 
ar-4 is a KC/ζ inhibitor; it binds to the zinc finger and reglatory domain of 
KC/ζ and inhibits its activity in vivo. Overepression of ar-4 indces apoptosis in NIH-
33 cells, throgh inhibition of KC/ζ (Diaz-Meco et al., 1996a), therefore KC/ζ is 
involved in cell srvival which is spported by its role in cancer formation (see section 
1.11.). rotein phosphatase 2A (2A) is another negative reglator of KC/ζ. 2A is a 
serine/threonine phosphatase that interacts with tight jnctions and colocalises with KC/ζ 
in MDCK cells (Nnbhakdi-Craig et al., 2002). 2A reglates tight jnction assembly by 
dephosphorylating tight jnction proteins phosphorylated by KC/ζ sch as O-2 and 
occldin. 
1.4.3 ar-3 
In the C. elegans embryo, ar-3 localises to the anterior corte and is reqired for 
cell polarity (Etemad-Moghadam et al., 1995), ar-3 mtants display disrpted actin 
distribtion and a lack of asymmetric division. In Drosophila, ar-3 is termed Bazooka. 
Drosophila mtants for Bazooka fail to establish cell polarity after celllarisation (Mller 
and Wieschas, 1996). In Drosophila neroblasts, Bazooka is also reqired for cell 
polarity. Bazooka binds to Inscteable and aids the rotation of the mitotic spindle and the 
sbseqent localisation of cell fate determinants (Wodarz et al., 1999). In Bazooka mtant 
neroblasts, there is no apical-basal polarity and random spindle orientation. In border cells 
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of the Drosophila ovary, Bazooka loss reslts in impaired migration (inheiro and Montell, 
2004). 
he mammalian ar-3 was first identified as a binding partner of B-type ephrins 
(Lin et al., 1999). here are three splice variants of ar-3 of 180kD, 150kD and 100kD. 
he 180kD and 150kD splice variants are widely epressed dring development, however 
the 100kD variant is limited to the heart and kidney and does not contain a KC/ζ binding 
domain. he 100kD ar-3 strongly binds to ar-6 in vivo and is phosphorylated by KC/ζ 
in vitro, despite not having a KC/ζ binding domain (Lin et al., 2000). he other splica 
variants are also phosphorylated by KC/ζ. Nagai-amai and colleages demonstrated 
that it is serine 827 (S827) of ar-3 that is phosphorylated by KC/ζ in vivo in MDCK 
cells and that this phosphorylation of ar-3 redces the affinity of KC/ζ for ar-3 
(Nagai-amai et al., 2002). hey also showed that epression of a S827 to alanine mtant 
of ar-3 cased defective polarity and tight jnctions after a calcim switch, indicating that 
ar-3 phosphorylation by KC/ζ is necessary for polarity establishment. Overepression 
of ar-3 (bt not ar-3 lacking the KC binding region) promotes tight jnction formation 
(Hirose et al., 2002). However, in MDCK cells RNAi of ar-3, followed by a calcim 
switch does not block tight jnction formation, it only slows it down (Chen and Macara, 
2005), indicating that ar-3 is not totally necessary for tight jnction formation. ar-3 
knock-down in 3D MDCK cysts reslts in impaired apical development and intercelllar 
lmen formation (Horikoshi et al., 2009). he polarity is partly established in single cells, 
bt not as a grop of cells. his is also seen with the knock-down of KC/ζ, therefore the 
ar-3-KC/ζ interaction is reqired for proper lmen formation. In mice, ar-3 knock-
down is embryonic lethal and the embryos display disrpted epithelia (Hirose et al., 2006). 
In Drosophila, ar-1 phosphorylates ar-3 casing it to interact with 14-3-3 
proteins and restricts ar-3 to the apical domain, bt this does not allow ar-3 to bind the 
ar-aKC comple (Benton and St Johnston, 2003). However, in mice it has been shown 
that protein phosphatase 1α dephosphorylates ar-3 bond to 14-3-3, allowing ar-3 to 
bind the ar-aKC comple (raweger et al., 2008). Unfortnately these two events have 
not been shown in the same species. 
1.4.4 ar-6 
In C. elegans, ar-6 is reqired for embryonic polarity and loss of ar-6 
phenocopies the loss of ar-3 inclding defective polarity and asymmetric division (Watts 
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et al., 1996). In Drosophila neroblasts, ar-6 localises apically and is reqired for ar-
3/Bazooka localisation (etronczki and Knoblich, 2001). In ar-6 mtant neroblasts 
asymmetric divisions are misorientated and cell fate determinants are mislocalised. In 
Drosophila ar-6 mtant epithelia, apico-basal polarity is lost. As with ar-3, ar-6 is also 
reqired for border cell migration in the Drosophila ovary and RNAi of ar-6 reslts in 
impaired cell migration (inheiro and Montell, 2004). here are three hman homologes 
of ar-6; α, β and γ. hey all have D and CRIB domains and all interact with Cdc42 and 
KC/ζ in vivo (Noda et al., 2001). ar-6 phosphorylation by KC/ζ cold not be detected 
in an in vitro kinase assay (Lin et al., 2000), so it is likely that it is not phosphorylated by 
KC/ζ. ar-6 localises to the apical domain of epithelial cells with KC/ζ. ar-6 in 
Drosophila is reqired to localise atj apically (Htterer et al., 2004). he amino terminal 
domain of ar-6 binds the reglatory domain of KC/ζ and inhibits KC/ζ nless Cdc42 
binds to ar-6 (Yamanaka et al., 2001). Overepression of mtant ar-6 in MDCK cells, 
followed by a calcim switch, sppresses ER development and the accmlation of the 
tight jnction markers O-1, cladin and occldin at the tight jnctions is incorrect. his is 
similar to the effects seen with KC/ζ kinase nll in MDCK cells (Szki et al., 2001) and 
spports the role of ar-6 in KC/ζ activation. 
1.5 he Scribble, Lgl, Dlg Comple 
Scribble, Lgl and Dlg are all tmor sppressor genes in Drosophila that act in a 
common pathway (Wodarz, 2000). In Drosophila the phenotypes of each mtant are 
indistingishable. he mtants have abnormal cell polarity, loss of zonla adherens 
jnctions and ehibit tisse overgrowth; therefore they are reqired for cell polarity and 
correct tisse architectre. Single zygotic mtants of any of the genes are viable ntil late 
larval stages, when tisse overgrowth begins. However, doble zygotic mtants for any of 
the genes are embryonic lethal (Bilder et al., 2000). his indicates that the genes cooperate 
to generate cell polarity and reglate proliferation. 
1.5.1 Lgl 
Drosophila Lgl has been shown to be phosphorylated by KC/ζ in an in vitro 
kinase assay and little phosphorylation of Lgl is seen in S2 cells depleted of KC/ζ 
(Betschinger et al., 2003). It was demonstrated that phosphorylation of Lgl by KC/ζ 
releases Lgl from the ar-KC/ζ comple, it was speclated that this phosphorylation of 
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Lgl by KC/ζ inactivates Lgl at the apical end of Drosophila neroblasts. Lgl is also 
reqired to be active at the basal end of the neroblasts to recrit the cell fate determinant 
Miranda (eng et al., 2000) which is only fond at the basal end of the cells. So KC/ζ 
inactivates Lgl at the apical end of the cell preventing Lgl activation and Miranda 
recritment. 
In Xenops, Lgl is inhibited by KC/ζ (Chalmers et al., 2005). he two proteins 
mtally inhibit each other, overepression of either protein reslts in the mislocalisation 
of the other. Each protein can also resce the effects of the overepression of the other. 
here are two mammalian homologes of Drosophila Lgl; Lgl1 and Lgl2. he 
epression pattern of Lgl1 in the mose embryo is broad whereas Lgl2 is only fond in the 
liver, kidney and stomach. Lgl1 knockot mice show defects in the brain, with tisse 
overgrowth and a loss of cell polarity (Klezovitch et al., 2004). In MDCK cells Lgl1 and 
Lgl2 localise to the lateral membrane as cells become polarised (Msch et al., 2002). Lgl 
binds ar-6 and KC/ζ transiently as polarity is being established, it competes with ar-3 
for incorporation into the comple. Lgl is phosphorylated by KC/ζ in vivo and this 
cases Lgl to dissociate from the ar-6/KC comple and ar-3 to bind to the comple 
(Yamanaka et al., 2003). he phosphorylation by KC/ζ inhibits Lgl fnction in the apical 
domain. In fibroblast scratch assays, Lgl localises with KC/ζ at the leading edge and is 
phosphorylated. If the five serines phosphorylated by KC/ζ are mtated to alanines there 
is a 19% decrease in fibroblast polarisation, so phosphorylation of Lgl by KC/ζ is 
important for cell polarity (lant et al., 2003). Little is known abot how Lgl fnctions, bt 
Lgl binds the t-snare, syntain 4, indicating a possible role in the reglation of basolateral 
eocytosis (Msch et al., 2002). 
Lgl may act as a tmor sppressor in hmans. In colorectal cancer, Lgl is lost in 
75% of cases and the less Lgl present the more metastatic the cancer (Schimanski et al., 
2005). However, the athors do not speclate on what is casing the loss of Lgl in 
colorectal cancer or what role the loss of Lgl plays in tmor progression. 
1.5.2 Scribble 
Hman Scribble (hScrib) was first discovered in 2003 as the fnctional homologe 
of Drosophila Scribble (Dow et al., 2003). It was shown that the hman gene can resce 
the mtant Scribble phenotype in Drosophila. his indicates that as Scribble acts as a 
tmor sppressor in Drosophila, it is possible it has the same role in mammalian cells. 
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hScrib is a LRR and D domain (LA) protein with siteen lecine rich repeats (LRR); 
LA proteins interact with transmembrane proteins via the LRRs tethering them to the 
membrane (Nagasaka et al., 2006). GF tagged hScrib colocalises with the adherens 
jnction marker E-cadherin in MDCK cells, however, it does not colocalise with O-1, 
indicating it is on the lateral membrane below the tight jnctions. Scribble restricts the ar-
aKC comple to the apical membrane (anentzapf and epass, 2003). shRNA 
knockdown of scribble reslts in no loss of apico-basal cell polarity, ecept when the cells 
are sbjected to a calcim switch, when the cells take longer to regain their polarity. 
Scribble stabilises the link between α-catenin and E-cadherin to allow adhesive jnctions 
to form (Qin et al., 2005). hScrib has also been linked to the cell cycle, it negatively 
reglates cell cycle progression inhibiting cell proliferation, therefore it may be a tmor 
sppressor in hmans (Nagasaka et al., 2006). 
Loss of scribble also affects cell migration and cell adhesion; cells migrate more, 
bt they lose their cell-cell adhesion (Qin et al., 2005). his was also demonstrated in 
scratch assays sing migrating astrocytes (Osmani et al., 2006). In cells depleted of 
Scribble there is a lack of cell polarisation and microtble disorganisation; when Scribble 
is overepressed mltiple protrsions occr. hey also showed that Scribble is fond at the 
leading edge of migrating astrocytes and that it controls Cdc42 recritment to the leading 
edge and therefore, KC activation. 
Mrdoch and colleages demonstrated that a trncated form of Scribble is fond in 
the mose circletail mtant embryos which have massive neral tbe defects (Mrdoch et 
al., 2003). here is a failre in neral tbe closre, which occrs in the hman diseases, 
spina bifida and anencephaly. his indicates that hScrib may be involved in these hman 
diseases too. 
Loss of Scribble in mice mammary glands reslts in tmors and Scribble is 
involved in cell death reglation and in the maintenance of cell architectre (han et al., 
2008). In hman breast cancer samples hScrib is absent in 55% of dctal carcinomas and 
81% of loblar carcinomas (Navarro et al., 2005). his indicates that hScrib is important in 
preventing some types of mammary carcinoma. hScrib is also targeted by the high-risk 
hman papillomavirs (HV) E6 proteins (Nakagawa and Hibregtse, 2000). HV has 
been linked to 90% of terine carcinomas. he E6 proteins target hScrib for degradation 
and in MDCK cells, this reslts in the breakdown of tight jnctions damaging the integrity 
of the tight jnctions as seen by a loss of O-1 staining. As loss of Scribble in Drosphila 
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leads to tisse overgrowth, the loss of hScrib in response to HV infection cold reslt in 
tmorigenesis. 
1.5.3 Dlg 
Dlg is a member of the membrane-associated ganylate kinase homologes 
(MAGUK) (Woods and Bryant, 1994). Dlg has three D domains and an SH3 domain 
which act as sites of protein-protein interaction. Dlg also has a region which is similar to a 
ganylate kinase domain, bt it has a three amino acid deletion making it kinase inactive. 
Dlg localises to the septate jnctions in Drosophila and mtation of Dlg reslts in a loss of 
cell polarity and septate jnction in imaginal discs. Loss of Dlg also redistribtes two 
proteins of the band 4.1 family, coracle and epanded, from the septate jnctions and 
apical membrane respectively, to the cytoplasm (Woods et al., 1996). 
here are five alternatively spliced isoforms of hman Dlg (hDlg), 1 to 5. Isoforms; 
1, 2, 3 and 5 are fond in many tisses, only 1 and 4 are fond in the brain and liver, only 1 
and 3 at sites of cell-cell contact and only 1 and 2 in the ncles (McLaghlin et al., 2002). 
hDlg was first characterised in 1994 and was shown to localise to cell-cell contact regions 
in polarised MCF-7 cells (Le et al., 1994). Mller and colleages also showed that rat Dlg 
localised to cell-cell contacts in 84 cells and demonstrated that when cells were not in 
contact, Dlg did not localise to the membrane (Mller et al., 1995). A trncated form of 
Dlg1 in mice, missing the SH3 and ganylate kinase domains, cases growth retardation 
and craniofacial abnormalities. he mice also die perinatally, which is probably de to an 
inability to feed (Carana and Bernstein, 2001). his indicates that these domains are 
important for the fnction of Dlg. However, the athors make no mention of cell polarity 
within the Dlg mtants, so it is nknown whether the polarity was affected in these 
mtants. 
In HEK293 cells, Dlg1 localisation alters throgh the cell cycle. In G1 phase it is 
membrane bond; as cells go throgh the cell cycle the staining becomes mch more 
cytoplasmic. At metaphase, Dlg1 is fond on the mitotic spindle and on the midbody 
dring cytokinesis. hosphorylation by CDK1 and CDK2 alters the localisation of Dlg1, 
specifically targeting it into the ncles (Narayan et al., 2009). Non-phosphorylatable Dlg 
is eclded from the ncles. Overepression of Dlg1 in 33 fibroblasts inhibits cell cycle 
progression by impairing G1-S-phase progression (Ishidate et al., 2000). 
Dlg is a target for some hman viral oncoproteins inclding 9ORF1, HLV-1 a 
and HV-18 E6 oncoprotein (Lee et al., 1997). It was shown that the oncoproteins bind the 
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same region of Dlg that binds adenomatos polyposis coli (AC). AC is mtated in many 
colorectal tmors and is involved in Wnt signalling. Dlg forms a comple with AC and 
this comple may block cell cycle progression (Matsmine et al., 1996). By binding Dlg 
the oncoproteins may disrpt the Dlg-AC comple leading to nreglated cell 
proliferation (Lee et al., 1997). hDlg is also degraded in HV-positive cervical tmors. In 
normal epithelial cells hDlg is stabilised at cell-cell contact regions with AC, reslting in 
no proliferation. Any hDlg not fond at the sites of cell-cell contact is degraded, the cells 
become polarised and Dlg is stabilised. herefore, if Dlg is degraded and misreglated and 
not at cell-cell contacts with AC, proliferation can occr, possibly adding to the tmor 
growth (Mantovani et al., 2001). his idea is spported by the fact that loss of Dlg in 
Drosophila leads to massive tisse overgrowth. 
In astrocytes, the cortical recritment of Dlg to the leading edge of scratch assays is 
prevented by inhibiting KCζ; therefore KCζ controls the recritment of Dlg to the 
leading edge (Etienne-Manneville et al., 2005). he athors go on to show that the Dlg-
AC interaction at the leading edge is reqired for microtble polarisation, centrosome 
reorientation and cell migration. 














Figre 1.4 KC/ζ and the Scribble, Lgl, Dlg comple 
A schematic diagram depicting the interactions between KC/ζ and the Scribble, Lgl, Dlg comple 
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1.6 he Crmbs/als-1/atj Comple 
he third polarity comple is composed of Crmbs3, als-1 and atj (Lemmers et 
al., 2002; Makarova et al., 2003; Roh et al., 2002). 
1.6.1 Crmbs 
Crmbs is A ype 1 membrane protein with a short cytoplasmic tail (Wodarz et al., 
1995). In Drosophila epithelial cells, Crmbs is localised to the entire apical membrane 
and concentrates at the zonla adherens (epass, 1996; Wodarz et al., 1995). Crmbs 
overepression reslts in the epansion of the apical domain and loss of Crmbs leads to a 
loss of cell polarity and a failre of zonla adherens jnction formation (Grawe et al., 
1996; epass, 1996). In Drosophila, DaKC binds crmbs at the apical membrane. he 
athors showed that the hman KCζ phosphorylates a GS-Crmbs fsion protein at 
threonines 6 and 9 (Sotillos et al., 2004). However this has not been shown in mammalian 
cells or in vivo in Drosophila. Overepression of a non-phosphorylatable form of Crmbs, 
in the Drosophila wing, reslts in loss of Crmbs and atj from the apical membrane and 
aberrant Scribble localisation indicating that phosphorylation by DaKC is important for 
cell polarity. 
here are three mammalian crmbs genes. CRB1 was the first to be discovered as a 
mtated gene in retinitis pigmentosa grop 12 (R12), a retinal degeneration disease (den 
Hollander et al., 1999). Crmbs1 is epressed in the brain and retina, not epithelial cells 
(den Hollander et al., 2002). Crmbs2 and Crmbs3 were identified shortly after Crmbs1, 
they have 67% and 54% homology with Drosophila Crmbs (Lemmers et al., 2002). 
Crmbs3 mRNA is epressed in a wide variety of epithelial tisses, skeletal mscle and 
the brain, bt not in other tisses (Lemmers et al., 2004). Crmbs3 localises to the apical 
membrane in epithelial cells. Overepression of Crmbs3 in MDCK cells does not alter 
cell polarity on its own, bt when the cells are sbjected to a calcim switch there is a 
delay in tight jnction establishment in cells overepressing Crmbs3 (Lemmers et al., 
2004). Crmbs3 also localises to the leading edge of migrating cells (Shin et al., 2005). 
Crmbs3 is downreglated in tmor derived cell lines (DCLs) from nde mice 
injected with immortal baby mose kidney epithelial cells (Karp et al., 2008). hese cell 
lines grow beyond contact inhibition reslting in a mltilayered phenotype instead of the 
monolayer seen in cell lines from tisse not derived from tmors, also tight jnctions are 
lost. Re-epression of Crmbs3 in the DCLs restores the wild type phenotype; therefore, 
Crmbs3 is responsible for the mltilayered, loss of jnction phenotype. his indicates that 
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Crmbs plays an important role in maintaining polarity and loss of Crmbs may contribte 
to tmor progression. 
1.6.2 atj 
atj is the mammalian homolog of the Drosophila protein Discs lost. Discs lost 
localises at the apical membrane with Crmbs (Bhat et al., 1999). In Drosophila epithelia, 
Discs lost is vital for polarity and loss of Discs lost leads to a loss of the apical localisation 
of Crmbs and a loss of polarity. 
atj contains eight D domains and localises to the tight jnctions and apical 
domain in epithelial cells and binds Crmbs and als-1 (Lemmers et al., 2002). Dring 
monolayer MDCK cell polarisation, atj is targeted to the apical domain and then the tight 
jnction later on in polarisation. In atj knockdown cells sbjected to a calcim switch, 
there is a delay in tight jnction formation. In atj knockdown MDCK cells grown in 3D 
cltre, no central lmen forms nlike in control cells, so atj plays an important role in 
the cell polarity of MDCK cells (Shin et al., 2005). atj targets als-1 to the tight jnctions 
(Roh et al., 2002). It has been shown that atj is reqired for the apical localisation of 
Crmbs and als-1 and the lateral localisation of occldin and O-3, hence Michel and 
colleages hypothesised that atj may act as a determinant between the apical and lateral 
border (Michel et al., 2005). 
In migrating MDCKII cells, atj localises to the leading edge and is reqired for 
wond healing (Shin et al., 2007). KC/ζ and ar-3 also localise to the leading edge of 
migrating MDCKII cells and in the absence of atj they are mislocalised, so atj may be 
needed for the recritment of the ar-aKC comple to the leading edge. 
atj, like Scribble and Dlg, is a target of the HV E6 proteins. he E6 proteins 
case atj degradation (Storrs and Silverstein, 2007), as atj is involved in epithelial cell 
polarity and reglates tight jnction formation (Shin et al., 2005), the degradation of atj 
may aid the progression of HV mediated cervical cancer. 
1.6.3 als-1 
als-1 is the mammalian homologe of the Drosophila protein Stardst. Stardst 
binds to the cytoplasmic tail of Crmbs (Bachmann et al., 2001) and is reqired for 
epithelial polarity in Drosophila embryos and loss of Stardst has a phenotype similar to 
loss of Crmbs (epass and Knst, 1993), Stardst mtants also have abberant Crmbs 
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localisation, indicating that Stardst may localise Crmbs. However, Stardst is 
downstream of Crmbs and is activated by Crmbs. Interestingly, althogh Stardst and 
Crmbs are reqired for Drosophila epithelial polarity, they are not reqired for neroblast 
polarity (Hong et al., 2001). 
In mammalian epithelial cells, als-1 is targeted to the tight jnction via its L27 
domain that binds atj (Roh et al., 2002). als-1 also binds the C-terminal region of 
Crmbs3 (Makarova et al., 2003) and the D domain of ar-6 (Hrd et al., 2003). he 
binding of ar-6 to als-1 is inhibitory to the binding of atj to als-1 (Wang et al., 2004), 
which may inhibit the fnction of als-1, or the activation of the Crmbs comple. 
artial siRNA knockdown of als-1, followed by a calcim switch in MDCKII 
cells reslts in a delay in tight jnction formation, a loss of atj epression and a loss of 
KC/ζ at the tight jnctions. In 3D cltre als-1 siRNA reslts in a disrpted polarity 
and a failre to form a central lmen (Straight et al., 2004). otal siRNA of als-1 in 
MDCKII cells, followed by a calcim switch, reslts in no reformation of tight jnctions 
and a lack of E-cadherin at adherens jnctions. he E-cadherin is fond intracelllarly and 
not trafficked to the cell srface, so als-1 is reqired for the targeting or the fsion of E-
cadherin containing vesicles to the membrane (Wang et al., 2007) and for the 
establishment of polarity. 
he interactions of KC/ζ with the Crmbs, als-1, atj comple are depicted in 
figre 1.5. 
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Figre 1.5 KC/ζ and the Crmbs, als-1, atj comple 
A schematic diagram depicting the interactions between KC/ζ and the Crmbs, als-1, atj comple 
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1.7 he Yrt, Coracle, Nerein IV and Na+, K+-Aase Grop 
A new polarity comple that has recently been identified is the Yrt, Coracle, 
Nerein IV and Na+, K+-Aase grop (Laprise et al., 2009). As a whole, the grop 
promotes the basolateral identity of epithelial cells. 
Yrt is a FERM (F for 4.1 protein, E for ezrin, R for radiin and M for moesin) 
domain containing protein. FERM domains are thoght to link cytoplasmic proteins to the 
plasma membrane (Chishti et al., 1998). Drosophila Yrt mtants have an enlarged apical 
membrane and Crmbs is mislocalised indicating that Yrt is reqired for Crmbs 
localisation. In Drosophila, Yrt colocalises transiently with Crmbs at the adherens 
jnctions and does not epand any frther apically than this. here are also low levels of 
Yrt fond at the basolateral membrane of epithelial cells. So only a small portion of Yrt 
localises apically with Crmbs. In the developing Drosophila embryo, Yrt only interacts 
with Crmbs later in development; the athors sggest that this change in interaction may 
be mediated by the phosphorylation of Yrt. hey also sggest that Yrt may play a role in 
sppressing Crmbs to maintain apical-basal polarity (Laprise et al., 2006). Likewise, it 
has been shown that Yrt negatively reglates Crmbs fnction. However, Crmbs is 
responsible for recriting Yrt to the apical membrane as loss of Crmbs reslts in Yrt 
localising totally to the basolateral membrane (Laprise et al., 2009). 
he sitation in vertebrates is not as clear as in Drosophila. In ebrafish Yrt (also 
called mosaic eyes) localises apically with Crmbs (Hs et al., 2006) which it does not in 
Drosophila. In ebrafish, morpholino knockdown of Yrt phenocopies Crmbs 
knockdown and the mtants are lethal 5-6 days post fertilisation. It has also been shown by 
the same athors that Yrt forms a comple with Crmbs and KC/ζ in ebrafish in vivo. 
Althogh the localisation data for Drosophila and ebrafish do not entirely match, the data 
indicates that Yrt is critical for epithelial cell polarity. 
Yrt and Crmbs also interact in mammals. here are two mammalian Yrt 
orthologs, EHM2 and EB41L5 (renamed YMO1). Yrt localises to the lateral membrane 
in mammalian cells. Immnoprecipitation eperiments in HEK293 cells indicate that 
Crmbs and Yrt interact and point mtants revealed that the FERM binding domain of 
Crmbs and the FERM domain of Yrt is essential for this interaction (Laprise et al., 
2006). Similar interactions between Crmbs and EHM2 have been seen in the mose 
retina. RNAi of YMO1 and EHM2 in MDCK cells reslts in a loss of the lateral membrane 
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and an increase in the apical and basal membrane. he athors conclde that Yrt is 
reqired for basolateral identity in mammals (Laprise et al., 2009). 
More recently, Yrt has been shown to act with Coracle. Coracle is a member of 
the rotein 4.1 sperfamily (Lamb et al., 1998). Coracle forms part of the Drosophila 
septate jnction and Coracle nll mtants are embryonic lethal. he reason for this is 
probably de to the role of Coracle in transepithelial barrier maintenance being lost. 
Yrt/Coracle doble mtants in Drosophila show cell apicalisation (Laprise et al., 2009), 
similar to that seen in KC/ζ overepression in Xenops (Chalmers et al., 2005). Coracle 
also fnctions in a second pathway with Nerein IV and Na+, K+-Aase, which are also 
components of the Drosophila septate jnction. his pathway is independent of Yrt as 
doble mtants for Yrt and Nerein IV or Na+, K+-Aase enhance the Yrt phenotype. 
he two complees have similar fnctions bt do not operate in the same pathway. 
he Yrt, Coracle, Nerein IV and Na+, K+-Aase pathways are an eciting new 
development in the nderstanding of how cell polarity is established and maintained in 
epithelial cells. Frther work is now reqired to determine if these proteins interact with 
any other polarity proteins. One avene to eplore is Yrt phosphorylation as Yrt shows 
varying levels of phosphorylation in Drosophila (Laprise et al., 2006). It is possible that 
KC/ζ or ar-1 cold phosphorylate Yrt leading to the promotion or sppression of 
Crmbs interaction. 
he interactions of KC/ζ with the Yrt, Coracle, Nerein IV and Na+, K+-














Figre 1.6 KC/ζ and the Yrt, Coracle, Nerein IV and Na+, K+-Aase pathways 
A schematic diagram depicting the interactions between KC/ζ and the Yrt, Coracle, Nerein IV and Na+, K+-Aase pathways 
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1.8 ar-1 
ar-1 is a serine/threonine kinase that was first identified in C. elegans (Go and 
Kemphes, 1995). ar-1 is crcial for the establishment of asymmetry dring the first cell 
cycle in C. elegans and its kinase activity is reqired. 
In Drosophila, ar-1 is also a crcial player in cell polarity. ar-1 serves to inhibit 
the ar-KC/ζ comple by phosphorylating Bazooka/ar-3 (Benton and St Johnston, 
2003), loss of ar-1 reslts in ectopic lateral localisation of the ar-KC/ζ comple. 
hosphorylation of ar-3 by ar-1 cases ar-3 to bind to 14-3-3 proteins, preventing it 
from binding to KC/ζ. he phosphorylation of ar-3 by ar-1 therefore prevents ectopic 
localisation and activation of the ar-KC/ζ comple and limits the apical domain. ar-1 
has also been linked to microtble organisation in Drosophila (Co et al., 2001; 
Doerflinger et al., 2003). 
In mammalian cells, ar-1 is a reglator of cell polarity and apical srface 
formation (Cohen and Msch, 2003). Dring the development of polarity in MDCK cells 
overepression of kinase nll ar-1 is deleterios to polarity formation and apical srface 
formation. In 3D MDCK cell cltres, ar-1 knock-down prevents apical lmen formation 
(Cohen et al., 2004) and it is sggested that this is de to a role of ar-1 in microtble and 
cytoskeletal organisation. ar-1 has also been described in tmor sppression (Elbert et 
al., 2006) and is thoght to antagonise the Wnt signalling indcer Dishevelled, preventing 
cell transformation. 
ar-1 has also been shown to be a sbstrate of KC/ζ (Hrov et al., 2004). he 
phosphorylation of ar-1 reglates the kinase activity of ar-1, with the phosphorylation 
redcing the kinase activity. he phosphorylation also reglates the sbcelllar localisation 
of ar-1. hosphorylation of ar-1 cases ar-1 to move into the cytoplasm and 
intracelllar compartments, away from the membrane. If a non-phosphorylatable version of 
ar-1 is overepressed in HeLa cells with KCζ, the ar-1 remains at the membrane. his 
gives another level of compleity to the control of cell polarity, in which KC/ζ can 
inactivate ar-1, bt eqally ar-1 can inhibit the formation of the ar-KC/ζ comple. 














Figre 1.7 KC/ζ and ar-1 
A schematic diagram depicting the interactions between KC/ζ and ar-1 
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1.9 olarity Smmary 
here are for main polarity complees that are reqired to maintain polarity: the 
apical KC/ζ/ar-3/ar-6 and Crmbs/als-1/atj comple, the basolateral 
Lgl/Dlg/Scribbles grop and the Yrt, Coracle, Nerein IV and Na+, K+-Aase grop, 
as well as the basolateral protein ar-1. 
he ar-KC/ζ comple is a crcial player in cell polarity, possibly interacting 
with nearly every polarity comple, as shown in figre 1.8. he ar-KC/ζ comple 
inhibits the Lgl/Scribble/Dlg grop as a whole, althogh how or if KC/ζ directly inhibits 
Scribble or Dlg has yet to be investigated. In trn the Lgl/Scribble/Dlg grop inhibits the 
effects of the ar-KC/ζ comple. ar-1 phosphorylates ar-3, inhibiting the formation of 
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Figre 1.8 Epithelial Cell olarity and KC/ζ argets 
A schematic diagram depicting all of the interactions between KC/ζ and the polarity proteins 
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In trn KC/ζ phosphorylates ar-1, inhibiting it’s kinase activity and casing it to 
delocalise from the membrane, restricting it to the basal domain. 
KC/ζ can also phosphorylate Crmbs in Drosophila, bt the prpose of this 
phosphorylation, or whether it occrs in mammalian cells has yet to be elcidated. 
ar-6 can bind to als-1, preventing its association with atj and therefore, possibly the 
activation and localisation of the Crmbs comple. 
he Yrt, Coracle, Nerein IV and Na+, K+-Aase grop also plays a key role in 
polarity and Yrt has been shown to interact with Crmbs, inhibiting its fnction. Yrt 
itself is phosphorylated, bt the kinase responsible has yet to be fond. It is possible that 
the kinase is KC/ζ or ar-1. 
Overall lots is known abot the establishment and maintenance of polarity, 
particlarly in Drosophila, frther work is reqired to see if what has been fond in 
Drosophila occrs in mammals and to frther nderstand all of the mechanisms reglating 
cell polarity. he ar-KC/ζ comple clearly plays a key role in cell polarity and its 
polarity sbstrates needs to be investigated frther. 
1.10 KC/ζ and Cell Fate 
KC/ζ has been linked to polarity and asymmetric division. KC/ζ itself can also 
act as a cell fate determinant in Drosophila neroblasts (Lee et al., 2006). Overepression 
of KC/ζ targeted to the membrane, reslts in neroblast self renewal, rather than the 
prodction of one differentiating daghter cell and one neroblasts pon cell division. In 
agreement with this, loss of KC/ζ cases a decrease in neroblast nmber. 
One aspect of asymmetric division is the restriction of cell fate determinants to 
specific areas of the cell. KC/ζ phosphorylates the cell fate determinant Miranda. his 
phosphorylation leads to basolateral restriction in Drosophila neroblasts and therefore 
alters the fate of one daghter cell (Atwood and rehoda, 2009). KC/ζ also 
phosphorylates the cell fate determinant Nmb (Smith et al., 2007). his phosphorylation 
restricts Nmb to the basolateral membrane of sensory organ precrsor cells in Drosophila 
and in mammalian cells, where Nmb is restricted to the basolateral membrane and a non-
phosphorylatable version of Nmb localises throghot the cell corte. 
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1.11 KC/ζ and Cancer 
Epithelial tisse transformation involves the loss of cell polarity and alteration in 
the epression of polarity reglators is thoght to be responsible (Dow and Hmbert, 2007; 
Hang and Mthswamy, 2010). he loss of apical-basal polarity can reslt in EM which 
increases invasiveness and is a hallmark of malignant tmors (hiery, 2002). 
1.11.1 Evidence for KC Oncogenesis 
KC is an oncogene in non-small cell lng cancer (NSCLC). here is 
overepression of KC, mRNA and protein, bt not KCζ in NSCLC and the epression 
of KC is associated with poor patient srvival (Regala et al., 2005b). KC/ζ is needed 
for the chemotais of NSCLC cells, as inhibition or downreglation of KC/ζ reslts in 
less chemotais of the NSCLC cell line A549 (Li et al., 2009). Arothioglcose (AG) 
and Arothiomalate (AM) are inhibitors of KC-ar-6 interactions. hey stop KC-
Rac1 signalling and inhibit tmor growth in nde mice (Stallings-Mann et al., 2006) and 
inhibit anchorage-independent growth of lng cancer cells (Regala et al., 2008). hese 
drgs are therefore potential treatments for NSCLC and AM is crrently in hase1 
clinical trails (Fields and Regala, 2007). 
KC is preglated in hman prostate cancer. he mRNA for KC is more highly 
epressed in cancer tisse samples than controls. Also the higher the KC epression, the 
higher the prostate specific antigen failre, a marker sed in prostate cancer diagnosis, 
which is associated with patient death (Ishigro et al., 2009). However, the eact 
mechanism by which KC promotes prostate cancer cell growth remains nclear as IL-6 
signalling, IKKβ phosphorylation and NFκB activation and the phosphorylation of Cdk7 
and Cdk2 leading to cell cycle progression have all been implicated (Ishigro et al., 2009; 
Win and Acevedo-Dncan, 2008; Win and Acevedo-Dncan, 2009). Frther work is 
reqired to elcidate the eact mechanism(s) of KC dring prostate cancer initiation and 
progression. 
KC is preglated in ovarian cancer and its preglation is linked to poor 
prognosis (Eder et al., 2005; hang et al., 2006). he apical localisation of active KC is 
lost in ovarian cancer, with active KC accmlating in the cytoplasm, indicating a loss of 
apical-basal polarity (Grifoni et al., 2007). herefore, KC is important in ovarian cancer 
and cold be a therapetic target. 
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KC/ζ is preglated and mislocalised to the cytoplasm in hman breast cancer 
cells and this is linked to the pathological type of the cancer. he more KC/ζ, the more 
severe the cancer (Kojima et al., 2008). In hman breast cancer cells in cltre, a KCζ 
psedosbstrate blocks the chemotais of the cells (Sn et al., 2005). herefore, KC/ζ 
may be an effective therapetic target in breast cancer, especially in preventing metastasis. 
Upreglation of KC also occrs in hman gastric and oesophageal cancers and is 
associated with metastasis and poor prognosis (akagawa et al., 2010; Yang et al., 2008). 
KC mRNA is also elevated in hman colon carcinomas (Mrray et al., 2004). In bile 
dct and pancreatic carcinoma, high KC epression correlates with poor patient srvival 
and metastasis (Li et al., 2008; Scotti et al., 2010). KC epression is also high and 
correlates with increased cyclin E epression in hepatocelllar carcinoma (Wang et al., 
2009). In normal brain tisse, KC staining is weak. However, in hman glioma cells 
KC levels are elevated and may play a role in glioma cell proliferation (atel et al., 
2008). 
KC/ζ and ar-6 reglate cell death in 3D MDCK cell cysts. Inhibition or siRNA 
of KC leads to an increase in apoptosis. he effect of KC-ar-6 on apoptosis is 
mediated throgh the phosphorylation of GSK3β by KC. When KC is lost, GSK3β is 
not phosphorylated and active, and cases caspase dependent cell death (Kim et al., 2007). 
1.11.2 Mechanisms of KC Oncogenesis 
KC is thoght to be a hman oncogene (Regala et al., 2005b). Loss of polarity 
cold be involved in oncogenesis as loss of polarity is associated with cancer progression. 
KC is reqired for Ras-mediated oncogenic signalling and KC and KCζ can be 
activated by Ras, throgh the binding of Ras to the reglatory domain of KC (Diaz-
Meco et al., 1994). his activation then activates two pathways involving KC, the NFκB 
and Rac1 pathways (Fields and Regala, 2007; L et al., 2001). NFκB activation by KC 
increases cell srvival via celllar inhibitors of apoptosis (cIAs) and B-cell lymphoma 
etra large (Bcl-XL). Rac1 links KC to the ak1-MEK-ERK pathway, increasing tmor 
growth (Fields et al., 2007). KC-Rac1 signalling is crcial for NSCLC tmorigenicity in 
vivo (Regala et al., 2005a). So KC links oncogenic Ras to its downstream effectors. 
Steroid receptor coactivator-3 (Src-3) is overepressed in many cancers. KC/ζ 
phosphorylates Src-3 protecting it from proteosome-mediated degradation reslting in 
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increased cell growth and proliferation (Garabedian and Logan, 2008; Yi et al., 2008). 
KC is also reqired for the migration and invasion of Src transformed 33 cells in 
cltre (Rodrigez et al., 2009). 
KC reglation by Bcr-Abl, an oncogenic fsion protein, via transcriptional 
activation has also been described. In chronic myelogenos lekaemia, KC is reqired 
for the Bcr-Abl mediated resistance to aol-indced apoptosis. he KC preglation 
cases NFκB activation and cell srvival (Gstafson et al., 2004). Abl also phosphorylates 
KC leading to KC activation (Grnicke et al., 2003). he athors sggest that this 
phosphorylation covalently modifies KC, casing constittive activation, bt the 
mechanism srronding the modification remains nclear. 
KC also phosphorylates Bad in NSCLC, preventing its interaction with Bcl-XL. 
his stops Bad acting as a proapoptotic kinase, leading to cell srvival (Jin et al., 2005). 
1.12 Other Roles of KC/ζ 
In addition to cell polarity and tmor progression KC/ζ has been linked to a 
nmber of other celllar processes. 
1.12.1 Inslin Signalling 
KC/λ is involved in glcose indced inslin secretion in mice. A pancreatic 
KCλ knockot has abnormal glcose tolerance when glcose load is increased 
(Hashimoto et al., 2005). More inslin is released basally bt less in response to glcose, 
leading to an impaired glcose tolerance. he effects of KCλ come from modlation of 
gene epression, the mRNA for Glt2 and HNF3β is decreased in KCλ knockot 
pancreatic β-cells. Glt2 is a glcose transporter. HNF3β is a transcription factor 
responsible for the transcription of slfonylrea receptor 1 (Sr1) and Kir6.2. Sr1 senses 
intercelllar A concentrations and aids potassim channel opening, Kir6.2 aids 
potassim channel opening. 
It has also been shown that inslin sensitivity is increased in KCλ liver specific 
knockot mice (Matsmoto et al., 2003). he concentration of inslin in plasma is redced 
in the knockot mice in response to glcose and more glcose is absorbed. here is also a 
marked redction in mRNA levels for SREB-1, a transcription factor that reglates the 
gene epression of triglyceride synthesis genes and fatty acid synthase. Conseqently there 
is a decrease in the hepatic lipid content in KCλ liver-specific knockot mice. he athors 
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propose that the increase in inslin sensitivity is de to an inhibition of the NFα-KCλ-
IKKβ-NFκB pathway as inhibition of IKKβ increases inslin sensitivity. 
Mscle-specific knockot of KCλ reslts in an obesity and diabetes phenotype 
and glcose transport is impaired (Farese et al., 2007). KC/ζ is also involved in inslin 
signalling and phosphorylates inslin receptor sbstrate 1 (IRS-1) and Akt1 providing 
negative feedback in inslin signalling and may be linked to inslin resistance (Weyrich et 
al., 2007). he glcose transporter GLU4 does not get translocated to the membrane, 
therefore, KCλ is involved in the glcose response in response to inslin in skeletal 
mscle. In KCλ knockot adipocytes in cltre, inslin-stimlated glcose transport is 
impaired (Bandyopadhyay et al., 2004), which is measred by deoyglcose ptake. his 
affect can be resced by the epression of wild-type KCλ. he athors sggest that 
inslin activates KCλ, increasing glcose ptake. 
KCζ has also been shown to phosphorylate the IRS-1 in hepatotoma Fao cells (Li 
et al., 2001). KC/λ was not investigated. he phosphorylation of IRS-1 by KCζ cases 
IRS-1 to dissociate from the inslin receptor. his cases the inslin signal to be 
terminated indicating that KCζ is involved in a nedative feedback loop. KCζ can 
transmit and terminate the inslin signal. Overall these stdies indicate that KC/ζ plays a 
crcial role in inslin signalling that may be separate to its role in polarity. 
1.12.2 Endocytosis 
he ar-KC/ζ comple may have a role in endocytic trafficking. Specifically, in 
cells treated with a dominant negative ar-6 or Cdc42, ptake of MHC1 occrs normally, 
bt its recycling is impaired, so ar-6/Cdc42 and by implication the ar-KC/ζ comple is 
responsible for the recycling of clathrin independent cargo (Balklava et al., 2007). In 
contrast, the ptake of clathrin-dependent cargo is impaired in dominant negative ar-6 or 
Cdc42 treated cells. ransferrin ptake is redced by 30% in these cells. However, the 
mechanism by which the ar-KC/ζ comple controls endocytosis has not been 
completely elcidated. 
One method cold be that the ar-KC/ζ comple controls endocytosis via 
actomysin contractility as in C. elegans actomysin contractility is stimlated by ar-3 and 
Cdc42 (Wissler and Laboesse, 2007). Another method of endocytic control cold be 
mediated by the known KC/ζ phosphorylation target Nmb (Nishimra and Kaibchi, 
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2007). Epression of phosphomimetic Nmb inhibits integrin endocytosis in cell migration 
in HeLa cells. 
Overall these reports indicate that the ar-KC/ζ comple may play a crcial role 
in endocytosis that needs to be investigated frther. 
1.12.3 RNA ransciption 
Ncleolin is phosphorylated by KC/ζ in vivo (ho et al., 1997). Ncleolin is 
involved in chromatin organisation, DNA transcription and ribosome assembly. he 
athors sggest that a possible role for KC/ζ phosphorylation of ncleolin is to modlate 
ncleolin-RNA interactions. 
1.13 Smmary 
KC/ζ plays a role in a diverse range of celllar fnctions inclding; polarity, 
tmor formation, cell fate, endocytosis and inslin signalling. De to these wide effects 
and the increase of KC in cancer, the fnction of KC needs to be investigated frther. 
he aim of this thesis is to discover novel KC phosphorylation sbstrates with 
the goal of nderstanding the effects of KC in cancer. 
1.14 Aims 
he central aim of this thesis is to discover novel phosphorylation targets of KC 
and begin to nderstand the effects that phosphorylation by KC has on these novel 
targets. his will hopeflly aid or nderstanding of how KC mediates its effects within 




All chemicals were obtained from Sigma nless otherwise stated. 
Bffer/Soltion Components 
2.5% cysteine 2.5g/100mls  dH2O, ~7 pellets NaOH, adjst to pH 7.8-8.1 
10% Blocking 
Bffer 
500ml BS, 50g milk powder (dried skimmed milk with non 
milk fat), 500μl ween 20 
4 Sample Bffer 
10ml 
2.5ml 1M ris pH 6.8, 4.0ml 20% SDS, 400μl 100% glycerol, 
0.008g bromophenol ble 
10 Electrophoresis 
Bffer 
2M glycine, 0.25M ris, 1% SDS 
10 MMR 2M NaCl, 0.04M KCl, 20mM MgCl2.6H2O, 4omM 
CaCl2.2H2O, 2mM EDA disodim salt, 1M Hepes 
Bacterial rotease 
Inhibitors 
rotease inhibitors were dissolved in DMSO and H2O 
according to the manfactrer’s instrctions. 
Benzocaine 480mls ethanol, 20mls water, 50g benzocaine (10%) 
Blotting Bffer 1L 750ml distilled water, 200ml MeOH, 10 electrophoresis 
bffer 
Coomassie Stain 60% dH2O, 30% Methanol, 10% Acetic Acid (Fisher), 0.2% 
Coomassie brilliant ble (Flka). 
Destain 60% dH2O, 30% Methanol, 10% Acetic Acid (Fisher) 
Freezing media FCS containing 10% DMSO 
Injection Bffer 1% Ficoll in 1 MMR 
I Bffer 50mM ris, 0.15M NaCl, 1% triton, 0.5% sodim deoycholic 
acid, 0.1% SDS, 1mM EDA 
Kinase Assay Bffer 4mM MOS, 4mM MgCl2, 1 mM EGA, 0.4mM EDA, 
50M D, pH 7.2 
LB Agar 1L LB Broth, 15g Agar 
LB Broth 1L 10g ryptone, 5g Yeast etract, 10g NaCl 
Mowiol Mowiol (Calbiochem) was reconstitted according to the 
manfactrer’s instrctions. 
BS 1 BS tablet (Ooid) per 100ml dH2O 
BS Lysis Bffer 20ml BS, 1ml Bacterial protease inhibitors, 1% riton 
BS BS, 0.1% ween 20 
BS with protease 
inhibitors 
20ml BS, 1ml Bacterial protease inhibitors 
BS 0.1M KCl, 0.02M ris base, 0.1% ween 20 to pH 7.4 
able 2.1 Soltion Composition 
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able 2.2 Constrcts and Linearisation Enzymes 
Antibody Specificity Species Spplier Diltion (nless 
otherwise stated) 
GF Goat Abcam 1:20,000 
GF Rabbit Abcam 1:10,000 
hosphoserine Mose Sigma 1:10,000 
hosphothreonine Rabbit Abcam 1:250 
C20 KC Rabbit Santa crz 1:200 
hospho-KC Rabbit Santa crz 1:200 
KC Mose BD ransdction 1:500 
KC Mose Santa Crz 1:5000 
α-blin Mose Sigma 1:5000 
hospho ar-1 Rabbit Abcam 1:500 
GS Mose Sigma 1:1000 
Goat IgG Invitrogen 1:40,000 
Mose IgG Sigma 1:5000 
Rabbit IgG Sigma 1:10,000 
able 2.3 Antibodies sed in Western Blotting and Immnoprecipitation 
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Name Species ag Vector Resistance Origin 
GF pCSGF3 Ampicillin 
LgL X Laevis GF pCSGF Ampicillin 
KC X Laevis pCS2 Ampicillin 
KC A120E Hman His pCDNA3.1 Ampicillin 
. Salas (Wald et al., 
2008) 
Scribble Hman GF pEGF-C1 Kanamycin I. Macara (Qin et al., 2005) 
als1 Mose YF pEYF-C1 Kanamycin 
B. Margolis (Kamberov et 
al., 2000) 
als1 Mose GS pDest15 Ampicillin 
Dlg Rat HA pCDNA3 Ampicillin 
L. Banks (Massimi et al., 
2006) 
Dlg Rat GS pDest15 Ampicillin 
ar-1b Hman GS pGEX Ampicillin 
H. iwinica-Worms (Hrov 
et al., 2004) 
mLgl Mose GS pGEX Ampicillin 
. awson (lant et al., 
2003) 
atj Hman Myc pIRES Ampicillin 
A Le Bivic (Lemmers et al., 
2002) 
Yap Medaka His pSV281 Kanamycin S. Bagby (npblished) 
az Medaka His pSV281 Kanamycin S. Bagby (npblished) 
Yap Hman Flag pCS2+ Ampicillin 
M. Frtani-Seiki 
(npblished) 
LGN Mose GS pGEX Ampicillin V. Slepak (Nair et al., 2005) 
GSK3β Hman GS pGEX-6-2 Ampicillin 
HK adel (Sn et al., 
2002) 





CACC AG AGC GGG GCA GGG CGG CGG ACA 
Dlg OO 
Reverse 
AA  C  GC GG GAC CCA GA G 
Scribbles OO 
Forward 
CACC AG CC AAG GC AC CCG 
Scribbles OO 
Reverse 
GGA GGG CAC AGG GCC CAG GCC 
atj OO 
Forward 
CAC CA GCC GA AAA CC GC 
atj OO 
Reverse 
A CCG  CCC AAC GA GC 
als-1 OO 
Forward 
CAC CA GAC AAC AC AA A GAA GG 
als-1 OO 
Reverse 



















C CA CG GGC GCA ACG GGA C GG C 
Dlg S472A 
Reverse 
GAA ACC AAG CC CG GC GCC ACG AG AAG 
Dlg Seqencing 
primer 
GCC A AAG AA ACA C G 
GS Seqencing 
rimer 
GGG CG GCA AGC CAC G GG G 
able 2.5 rimers sed for OO® Cloning, SDM and Seqencing 




atj 52.3 4.5 
Scribble 59.0 5 
als-1 52.3 2 
Dlg 57.4 2.7 
able 2.6 CR Conditions 
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Gene Species Accession Nmber 
Lgl Mose NM_145438 
Scribble Hman NM_182706 
als-1 Mose AF_199008 
Dlg Rat NM_021265 
ar1b Hman NM_017490 
atj Hman NM_176877 
GSK3β Hman NM_002093 
Yap Medaka 
az Medaka 
Yap Hman NM_001130145 
az Hman NM_000116 
able 2.7 Accession Nmbers for Genes sed for the hosphorylation rediction 
ools 
Cell ype Media 
MDCK DMEM (Lonza), 10% FCS, 2mM L-gltamine (Cambre), 
pen/strep (100U/ml penicillin, 100g/ml streptomycin - Cambre) 
Caco-2 DMEM, 20% FCS, 2mM L-gltamine, 1 Non-essential amino 
acids, pen/strep 
A549 DMEM, 10% FCS, 2mM L-Gltamine, pen/strep 
HeLa DMEM, 10% FCS, 2mM L-gltamine, pen/strep 
OVCAR-3 RMI-1640, 20% FCS, 0.01mg/ml bovine inslin, pen/strep 
able 2.8 isse Cltre Media for Different Cell ypes 
Antibody 
Specificity 






C20 KC Rabbit Santa crz SC-21C 200μg/ml 1:100 
hospho-KC Rabbit Santa crz SC-12894-R 200μg/ml 1:150 
KC Mose BD ransdction 610176 250μg/ml 1:100 
KC Mose Santa Crz SC-17781 200μg/ml 1:100 
-tblin Mose Abcam Ab-11316 28mg/ml 1:1000 
ericentrin Rabbit Covance RB-432C 0.2mg/ml 1:500 
O-1 Mose ymed 339100 0.5μg/μl 1:25 
α-tblin Rat Abcam Ab-6160 1mg/ml 1:100 
Flag ag Mose Sigma F-1804 1mg/ml 1:300 
Anti-Rabbit 488 Invitrogen A11008 2mg/ml 1:500 
Anti-Rabbit 568 Invitrogen A11011 2mg/ml 1:300 
Anti-Mose 488 Invitrogen A11001 2mg/ml 1:500 
Anti-Mose 568 Invitrogen A11004 2mg/ml 1:500 
Anti-Rat 488 Moleclar probes A11006 2mg/ml 1:300 
able 2.9 Antibodies sed in Immnoflorescence 
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2.2 Methods 
2.2.1 RNA Manfactre 
he plasmid DNA template was linearised sing the appropriate enzyme in the 
correct bffer according to the gidelines set ot by Roche (see table 2.2 for the list of 
enzymes). RNA was made sing this template and the mMessage Machine kit according to 
the manfactrer’s instrctions (Ambion). his kit tilises an RNA polymerase (Sp6 or 
7) to make the RNA. RNA was qantified sing a Geneqant machine (GE Healthcare) 
and also rn ot on a 1% agarose gel in a Mpid-EX electrophoresis tank, to check the 
integrity of the RNA. 
2.2.2 Fertilisation of Xenops laevis Eggs 
Male X. laevis (Xenops) were killed by a schedle 1 method sing benzocaine. 
estes were harvested from the freshly killed male and sed immediately, or stored for p 
to 5 days in L-15 medim (Sigma) at 4°C. Female Xenops were injected with 50nits of 
regnant Mare Serm Gonadotrophin (MSG - Intervet®) 3 days prior to egg collection 
and with 500nits of chorionic gonadotrophin (hCG - Intervet®) 12 hors prior to egg 
collection. he female Xenops were pt into 1 MMR (Marcs Modified Ringers) to 
maintain the ability of the laid eggs to be fertilised and eggs were collected from this 
medim. he collected eggs were washed once with 0.1 MMR and fertilised with the 
harvested testes, in this procedre, a small piece of the testes, approimately 5mm wide 
was ct from a testis. It was placed into the dish containing the Xenops eggs and then torn 
apart and wiped over the eggs. his was to release all of the sperm allowing fertilisation. 
he fertilised eggs were dejellied approimately 40mins post fertilisation, 2.5% (w/v) 
cysteine was added to the fertilised eggs and left for 2-3mins ntil the jelly cold be seen 
to have been removed. he eggs were then washed 4 times with 0.1 MMR. 
2.2.3 Microinjection of RNA and rotein Etraction 
Glass capillary tbes (0.53” width, Drmmond Scientific) were plled sing a 
Stter -97 needle pller. RNA microinjection was carried ot sing a Drmmond micro-
injector, RNA volme and concentration as stated. Embryos were injected into one cell at 
the 2-cell stage and then incbated at 14°C overnight ntil they reached approimately 
stage 9. Embryos were staged by cell nmber or as described previosly (Niewkoop and 
Faber, 1967). he embryos were eamined sing a Leica M26 (Deerfieled, Illinois) and 
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any dead embryos removed. he remaining embryos were snap frozen, in batches of 50, on 
dry ice. 
he frozen embryos were resspended in 500µl of 1BS, then 500µl of Freon 
1,1,2-trichlorotrifloroethane (Riedel-de Haën) was added and the mitre vorteed. he 
mi was then centrifged at 13.2K rpm at 4°C for 10 mintes and the spernatant retained. 
he spernatant was either sed immediately in a Western blot or immnoprecipitation or 
was stored at 4°C for 2-3days or at -20°C for longer than 3 days. 
2.2.4 Immnoprecipitation 
Dried rotein-A sepharose beads (Amersham) were prepared by immersion in 
dH2O followed by two washes in dH2O and then three washes in I bffer by low speed 
centrifgation. he beads were centrifged, the spernatant removed and discarded. Fresh 
bffer was then added and the centrifgation repeated. A pre-clearing reaction was set p 
comprising of 10µl lamb’s serm, 50µl beads and the Freon etracted embryo mitre. A 
copling reaction was also set p which comprised of 50µl beads, 500µl I bffer and the 
primary anti-GF antibody as stated. Both reactions were incbated at 4°C with rotation 
for 2hors. After the incbation time for both preparations the copling reaction was 
washed three times with I bffer by low speed centrifgation and resspension, to remove 
any nbond antibody. he pre-clearing reaction was centrifged and the spernatant 
added to the washed copling beads. his preparation was incbated overnight at 4°C with 
rotation. Following the overnight incbation the beads were washed with BS sing low 
speed centrifgation. See table 2.3 for the antibodies sed. 
2.2.5 SDS-AGE and Western Blotting 
he Western blotting apparats was a Bio-Rad Mini-protean II. he SDS-AGE 
gels were 10% gels, nless otherwise stated. rior to loading 4X sample bffer was added 
to the protein sample and boiled for 5 mintes. Approimately 40µg of protein was added 
to each well. On each gel a protein ladder (Fermentas) was rn in one lane. he gels were 
rn in electrophoresis bffer at 100V ntil the protein had reached the separating gel and 
then at 150V ntil the proteins were separated sfficiently, as determined by the separation 
of the bands on the protein ladder. 
he gel was eqilibrated in blotting bffer along with nitrocelllose membrane 
(Whatman), filter paper and fibre pads. he blotting cassette was assembled and bbbles 
removed by rolling with a glass tbe. he blot was rn at 100V for 1 hor. he 
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nitrocelllose membrane was then removed and oncea (Sigma) stained to show the 
transferred protein. he nitrocelllose membrane was rocked in 10% blocking bffer for 1 
hor at room temperatre, followed by the primary antibody dilted in 10% blocking 
bffer and rocked overnight at 4°C. he membrane was washed in 2% blocking bffer in 
BS 5 times. he secondary antibody was then added, dilted in 2% blocking bffer in 
BS, and rocked for 2 hors at room temperatre. he membrane was then washed 5 times 
in  BS pls ween 20 (BS) followed by addition of ECL reagent (Chemiglow® -
Alpha Innotech or ChemiLcent™ -Millipore) to detect horseradish peroidase (HR) 
conjgated secondary antibodies. he membrane was then eposed to film (Hyperfilm, 
Amersham) in the dark for 1-10 mintes and developed sing a rotec Optima film 
processor. he film was scanned with a H Scanjet G2410 (Hewlett ackard, Berkshire, 
UK). o create a digital image of the Western blot. See table 2.3 for the antibodies sed. 
Membrane stripping of the antibodies was carried ot sing an IgG eltion bffer 
(ierce) for 2 hors at room temperatre or overnight at 4°C. he membrane was washed 5 
times with ris bffered saline pls ween 20 (BS) and then blocked as above and the 
second antibody of interest added, in the same way as the first. 
2.2.6 Site-directed Mtagenesis 
Site-directed mtagenesis was carried ot sing the Stratagene QikChange® 
mtagenesis kit. Briefly primers were designed to contain the correct mtation (see table 
2.5 for frther information) CR was then carried ot according to the manfactrer’s 
instrctions. he template DNA was digested sing the Dpn1 enzyme and transformed into 
XL1-Ble spercompetent cells and allowed to grow on antibiotic containing LB agar 
plates overnight at 37C. one to for colonies were selected, grown p overnight at 37C 
with shaking in antibiotic containing LB broth and then mini-prepped the following day 
and sent for seqencing. 
2.2.7 reparation of Gltathione-S-transferase (GS)-tagged DNA Constrcts 
GS tagged ar-1, GSK-3 and LGN were kindly donated by H. iwinica-Worms, 
HK. adel and V. Slepak respectively. Dlg, als-1 and Rassf7 GS-tagged constrcts 
were made sing the Gateway® Cloning kit (Stratagene). he DNA was amplified sing 
primers specific to the gene of interest (see table 2.6) with CACC added to the forward 
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primer, the CR annealing and etension conditions varied between reactions and are 
listed in table 2.6. he general CR conditions are listed below. 
1. 2 mintes at 95°C 
2. 20 Seconds at 95°C 
3. 30 Seconds at the annealing temperatre 
4. X mintes at 72°C depending on the etension time 
5. Repeat steps 2- 4, 29 times 
6. 10 mintes at 72°C 
he integrity of the CR was checked by rnning on a DNA gel. he OO® 
Cloning reaction was carried ot according to the manfactrers instrctions to create the 
OO® entry vector which was transformed into bacteria. A single bacterial colony was 
picked and grown p in 5ml Lria Bertani (LB) broth overnight at 37°C with shaking. his 
cltre was mini-prepped (Sigma) to harvest the DNA. he amplified DNA was digested 
with the restriction enzyme BSRG1 attL1 and attL2 sites and there fore will ecise the 
gene and allow conformation that it is present when the mi is rn on a gel. he DNA 
which showed correct ecision was seqenced (MWG operon). he OO® entry vector 
containing or gene of interest was then cloned into the destination vector pDES™15 
Vector sing the Gateway® LR Clonase™ Enzyme Mi according to the manfactrers 
instrctions. he prodct was mini-prepped, rn on a gel and then seqenced sing the 
GS primer (see table 2.5). 
2.2.8 ransformation of E.coli 
E.coli were transformed with the appropriate plasmid sing the heat shock method. 
he bacteria were defrosted on ice; approimately 10ng of plasmid DNA was added and 
allowed to bind to the otside of the bacteria, whilst on ice, for 30 mintes. he bacteria 
were then heat shocked at 42°C for 45 seconds and then pt onto ice for 2 mintes. Warm 
LB broth (containing no antibiotic) was added to the mi at this stage and the bacteria are 
allowed to grow at 37°C and epress the plasmid’s antibiotic resistance for at least 1 hor. 
he mi is then spread onto an LB agar plate containing the appropriate antibiotic and 
allowed to grow at 37°C overnight. 
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2.2.9 Epression of GS Fsion roteins 
ar-1, Lgl and GSK-3 were in the pGEX-2 vector and were epressed in the 
BL21 strain of E.coli (gift from Dr. al Whitley), this strain ses isopropyl-1-thio-β-D-
galactopyranoside (IG) (Sigma) as the indcing agent. All other constrcts were 
epressed in the BL21-A1 (Invitrogen) strain of E.coli, this strain ses L-arabinose 
(Sigma) as the indcing agent. 
Synthesis of the fsion protein was indced in the log phase of the 500ml bacterial 
cltres with 0.1 mM IG or 0.2% L-arabinose, dilted in dH2O, for three hors with 
shaking at 37C. Log phase was determined when the cltre had an optical density of 0.5 
to 1 by taking a spectrophotometer reading at 600nm on a Helios Spectrophotometer 
(Unicam, Leeds, UK). 1ml samples were taken before and three hors after addition of the 
indcing agent. he cells were then pelleted and resspended in 20ml BS lysis bffer. 
he lysate was then sonificated for 3 30second brsts in a 150W ltrasonic disintegrating 
(MSE Scientific Instrments, London, UK) and the lysate cleared by centrifgation at 
13200rpm for 20 mintes at 4°C. Gltathione-sepharose beads (Amersham) were washed 
in BS lysis bffer and added to the spernatant to bind the GS fsion protein. he 
mitre was incbated with rotation for thirty mintes at 4C. he beads were then washed 
4 times with BS containing protease inhibitors (Sigma) then pored into a disposable 
chromatography colmn (Qiagen). he fsion protein was elted sing cold 50mM ris 
pH 8.0 (Fisher) containing 20mM redced gltathione (Sigma). he redced gltathione 
was removed sing dialysis against BS throgh a 3.5K moleclar weight ct off 
SnakeSkin dialysis tbing (ierce). he absorbance of the protein was then measred on a 
spectrophotometer and the concentration determined sing the etinction coefficient. he 
concentration was adjsted to 1mg/ml where possible. he prified protein was stored at 
4C. 
he protein epression was analysed by SDS-AGE followed by staining with 
Coomassie for one hor and then destaining for siteen hors. he gel was then scanned. 
2.2.10 Kinase Assay 
100ng of prified recombinant GS-tagged KC (Calbiochem) was mied with 
10g of the fsion protein in kinase assay bffer along with 10-15Ci of 32-labelled -
A (erkin Elmer). he reactions were rn at 30C for 30 mintes and then qenched 
with 4 sample bffer containing 5mM EDA. 
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he reaction prodcts were rn on an SDS-AGE gel (percentage composition 
varied depending on protein size) and analysed sing atoradiography onto Amersham™ 
Hyperfilm™. he film was developed as before and digitally scanned. 
2.2.11 Bioinformatics 
DNA seqences were obtained from NCBI and the accession nmbers are listed in 
table 2.7. he domain analysis was carried ot sing the simple modlar architectre 
research tool (SMAR). www.smart.embl-heidelberg.de. he phosphorylation prediction 
was carried ot sing scansite, www.scansite.mit.ed/motifscan.seq.phtml, hosphoELM 
(http://phospho.elm.e.org/), Nethos (http://www.cbs.dt.dk/services/Nethos/) and 
Hman protein Reference Database HRD (http://www.hprd.org/). 
2.2.12 Cell Cltre 
Cells in DMSO freezing media were revived from liqid nitrogen and allowed to 
grow at 37C with 5% carbon dioide in growth media (see table 2.8 for different cell 
type’s growth medim). When cells reached near conflency they were passaged into 
eperimental or maintenance, 25 flasks or 4 well plates (Iwaki). assaging was carried 
ot sing 5ml trypsin (Lonza) to detach the cells from the flask. Cells were passaged at 
least twice following revival from liqid nitrogen and not more than 20 times for 
eperimental se. 
2.2.13 Immnoflorescence 
Cells were plated onto coverslips (Fisher) in 4 well plates and left for two nights in 
growth media to adhere and make jnctions. hey were then washed twice with warm BS 
then fied sing 4% araformaldehyde (FA) and permeabilised sing methanol cooled to 
-20C. Cells were then blocked with 10% foetal calf serm (FCS - Sigma) dilted in BS 
followed by washing with 2% FCS and BS. rimary antibodies, dilted in 2% FCS were 
incbated with the cells for at least 2 hors followed by etensive washing with 2% FCS 
and BS. Secondary antibodies and the nclear stain ORO-3 were incbated in the same 
manner ecept for the timing, which was redced to at least 30 mintes followed by 
etensive washing as above. Cells were monted onto coverslips sing Mowiol and 
allowed to set at room temperatre overnight. he antibodies sed are listed in table 2.9. 
Imaging was carried ot sing a eiss LSM510 confocal microscope and images 
were processed sing the eiss LSM image browser software (hornwood, NY). 
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2.2.14 ransfection 
ransfection of MDCK cells in for well plates, plated 1/8 from conflency the day 
before, in growth media was carried ot sing Lipofectamine™ LX (Invitrogen). 50l of 
DMEM with L-gltamine was added to 2g of DNA in one eppendorf and 50l of DMEM 
with L-gltamine was added to 8l of Lipofectamine™ LX. he mitres were incbated 
for 5 mintes and then combined and incbated for a frther 20mintes. he cells were 
washed and the media changed to antibiotic free media. he mitre was then added to the 
cells in a drop wise fashion and gently mied then left for at least 16 hors. he cells were 
then visalised sing IF and the confocal microscope. 
2.2.15 Nocodazole reatment 
Cells were plated onto coverslips allowed to stick for 24hrs and then the media was 
replaced by fresh media. 0.33M of Nocodazole was dilted in dimethyl slfoide 
(DMSO) and water and then added to the cells in a drop wise fashion. DMSO alone was 




Sbcelllar Localisation of Endogenos KC and KCζ 
3.1 Introdction 
here are a nmber of commercial KC and KCζ antibodies that can be sed to 
look at the localisation of KC and KCζ. Many of them are raised against the C-terminal 
region of KC/ζ proteins. his region is almost identical in the two proteins (Nakaya et 
al., 2000), so it is very likely that the antibodies will recognise both isoforms of KC even 
if they specify one isoform, for eample Santa Crz prodce a C20 KC/ζ antibody that 
recognises both isoforms. here are antibodies available that are specific for each isoform 
however, for eample BD ransdction prodce a KC antibody and Santa Crz prodce 
a KCζ one. Finally there is an antibody available against a phosphorylated form of 
KC/ζ, which is believed to be the active form (Akimoto et al., 1994). hroghot this 
report KC/ζ will be sed to describe staining that does not differentiate between the two 
isoforms and KC or KCζ, specifically when they do.
 he range of different antibodies means that althogh a nmber of sites of 
localisation have been described, the literatre on KC/ζ localisation is complicated and 
often incomplete. he aim of this chapter is to describe the localisation of KC and KCζ 
in MDCK cells which are commonly sed to stdy cell polarity. 
3.1.1 KC and KCζ Localise Apically in Embryos 
he best characterised localisations of KC/ζ are apically and at the tight 
jnctions. In C elegans, there is only one KC, KC-3 and this localises apically in 
epithelial cells (otong et al., 2007) inclding the gt epithelim (Bossinger et al., 2001). 
In Drosophila embryos, DaKC localises apically in early epithelial development (Harris 
and eifer, 2005; Sotillos et al., 2004). In Drosophila ppae dorsal thora, DaKC 
localises apically and at cell jnctions (Georgio et al., 2008). DaKC also localises 
apically in the Drosophila ectodermal epithelim (Kim et al., 2009) and apically in 
neroblasts (Atwood and rehoda, 2009; Chab and Doe, 2008; Krahn et al., 2010). In the 
developing ebrafish embryo, KC/ζ localise apically in the oesophags, intestine and 
retinal neroepithelim, bt only KC localises to the apical membrane in the ebrafish 
swimbladder (Horne-Badovinac et al., 2001). In Xenops embryos, KC/ζ localises 
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apically (Chalmers et al., 2005; Chalmers, 2003). In Xenops kidney epithelial A6 cells, 
KC/ζ localises apically with some cytoplasmic staining (Nakaya et al., 2000). In chick 
embryos, KC/ζ and active phospho-KC/ζ localise to the apical lminal margin of the 
neroepithelim (Ghosh et al., 2008). 
In mose embroid bodies, KCλ/ζ and active phospho-KC/ζ localise to the 
apical membrane (Krishnamrthy et al., 2007) and in the mose blastocyst KCλ/ζ 
localises to the apical membrane of the epithelial trophectoderm (Eckert et al., 2005) and 
dring preimplantation development, KCλ/ζ becomes progressively apically and tight 
jnctionally localised (aken and Capco, 2000; lsa et al., 2005). Dring mose 
embryogenesis, KCλ is also fond at the apical edge of the embryonic retina (Koike et al., 
2005). KCλ/ζ is fond at the apical jnctions of lens epithelial cells in mice; KCλ/ζ 
remains apical dring elongation of the cells, bt is gradally lost as the cells differentiate 
(Sgiyama et al., 2009). A similar effect is seen dring mose cortical nerogenesis, in 
which KCλ/ζ localises strongly at the ventriclar zone at E12, however, the intensity of 
the staining at this region decreases dring development (Costa et al., 2008). herefore, 
KC/ζ has a well docmented apical localisation which sggests a role in reglating 
polarity in the developing embryo. 
3.1.2 KC and KCζ Localise Apically in Cltred Cells 
Kidney derived MDCK cells show apical and tight jnction KC/ζ localisation in 
2D cltre (Izmi et al., 1998; Nnbhakdi-Craig et al., 2002) and in 3D cltre (Kim et al., 
2007). KC/ζ are also fond at the leading edge of migrating MDCK cells (Shin et al., 
2007) and on the primary cilia of MDCK cells (Fan et al., 2004). 
In colon derived, Caco-2 cells, KC/ζ are localised apically (Mashkova et al., 
2009; Michel et al., 2005; Wald et al., 2008). In mose epithelial MD1-A cells KC/ζ 
also localises to the apical membrane and tight jnctions (Szki et al., 2002), as it does in 
the hman keratinocyte cell line HaCa (Aono and Hirai, 2008). herefore KC/ζ has 
apical and tight jnctional localisation in cltred epithelial cells, bt it is not clear if it is 
KC, KCζ or both as most of the antibodies sed recognise both isoforms. 
3.1.3 KC and KCζ Localise to the Ncles 
In addition to the tight jnction localisation, KCζ has been shown to localise to the 
peri-nclear and nclear region of C12 cells (Neri et al., 1999; ho et al., 1997) and to 
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the ncles, in 786-O cells growing at a low cell density, (al et al., 1998). KC/λ also 
localises to the ncles and shttles continosly in and ot in HeLa cells (erander et al., 
2001); this was shown by treating the cells with Leptomycin B, a nclear eport inhibitor. 
When treated with Leptomycin B, there was rapid nclear accmlation of KC/λ, bt 
there is only a fraction of the total celllar KC/ζ in the ncles normally. he antibody 
sed in this eperiment recognises both KC/λ and KCζ. Consistent with this, both 
KCζ and KC have nclear localisation signals within their zinc finger region (erander 
et al., 2001). White and colleages showed that pon nerve growth factor stimlation, 
phosphorylation of tyrosine 256 in KC occrs and that KC accmlates in the ncles 
of C12 cells (White et al., 2002). hey sggest that this tyrosine 256 phosphorylation 
eposes the nclear localisation signal allowing KC entry into the ncles. Endogenos 
KC/ζ has also been shown to localise to the ncles in HeLa cells (Sabherwal et al., 
2009) and the athors sggest that KC/ζ drives cell fate and proliferation in the ncles 
of Xenops embryos. herefore nclear proteins cold be phosphorylation targets of 
KC/ζ. 
3.1.4 KC and KCζ Localise to the Centrosomes dring Mitosis 
It has previosly been shown that KCζ associated with the mitotic spindle in shark 
rectal gland and Chinese hamster ovary cells (Lehrich and Forrest, 1994). his work sed 
an antibody described previosly (Ono et al., 1989), which was raised against the C-
terminal region of KCζ. However, this antibody was made before KC was described 
and may therefore recognise both isoforms. he KC isoform is not mentioned. 
More recently, Li and colleages showed KC/ζ staining at the mitotic spindle in 
HeLa cells and phospho-KC/ζ staining at the centrosomes in metaphase, bt not 
anaphase or telophase. hey also showed strong staining for both KC/ζ and phospho-
KC/ζ at the midbody in telophase (Li et al., 2006). In their paper the antibody sed for 
KC/ζ is the same as the one sed in this work for total atypical KC/ζ and recognises 
both forms of atypical KC, so the staining seen is for both isoforms. he phospho-KCζ 
antibody is different to the one sed in this work, bt recognises both isoforms of atypical 
phospho-KC/ζ. 
KC/ζ is fond at the centrosomes, colocalising with γ-tblin in dorsal root 
ganglion nerones and granle nerones from mice (Mori et al., 2009; Solecki et al., 
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2004). Active phospho-KC/ζ was also fond at the centrosomes in the dorsal root 
ganglion nerones, bt was not tested for in the granle nerones. 
age Balch and colleages show KCζ staining at the meiotic spindle in fertilised 
mose eggs is meiosis II (Balch and Capco, 2008; age Balch et al., 2004). he 
antibody sed is the total atypical KC antibody, which binds both KC and KCζ, 
therefore one or both of them are fond at the meiotic spindle. In mose meiosis I, 
phosphorylated KCζ is fond at the centrosomes (Na and ernicka-Goetz, 2006). he 
antibody they sed is no longer available, so whether it recognises iota and zeta is 
nknown. his sggests that KC/ζ may have a role in meiosis and mitosis and that 
centrosomal proteins can be considered KC candidate phosphorylation targets. 
3.2 Aims 
he crrent pblished KC and KCζ localisation data is widely detailed when it 
comes to tight jnctions, bt little has been pblished abot the nclear and centrosomal 
localisation of the two isoforms. here has been no data pblished indicating KC/ζ at the 
centrosomes of MDCK cells, or model system. he aim of this chapter is to describe the 
localisation of total KC/ζ, KC, KCζ as well as the active phospho-KC/ζ within 
MDCK cells dring all stages of the cell cycle. MDCK cells are being sed as they are a 
well established polarised cell line that are relatively simple to image. 
3.3 Reslts 
o docment the celllar localisation of KC/ζ, antibodies for active phospho-
KC/ζ, total KC/ζ and KC and KCζ were prchased from commercial sorces and 
the specificity of the KC and KCζ antibodies was tested sing overepressed KC or 
KCζ protein by or collaborators (Cancer Research echnologies). he antibodies only 
detected either KC or KCζ and did not cross-react. 
3.3.1 KC and KCζ Localise to the ight Jnctions in MDCK Cells 
he total KC/ζ and phospho-KC/ζ data in figre 3.1a and b confirm the 
pblished data (see section 3.1.2) that total and phospho-KC/ζ localises to the tight 
jnctions in MDCK cells. he reslts in figre 3.1 c and d, clearly show that the KC/ζ 
antibodies bind the atypical or  and ζ isoforms directly and that they also localise to the 
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tight jnctions. his confirms that both proteins localise to the tight jnctions in MDCK 
cells. 
a Active -KC / O-1 / ORO-3 b otal-KCι/ζ / O-1 / ORO-3 
c KC eta / ORO-3 d KC Iota / ORO-3 
Figre 3.1 KC and KCζ Localise to ight Jnctions in MDCK Cells 
Conflent MDCK cells were FA fied, stained with KC/ζ (green) and O-1 (red) 
antibodies and imaged sing confocal microscopy. he ncles was stained with ORO-
3 (ble). Arrows indicate tight jnctions. 
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(a) Active phospho-KC/ζ colocalises with the tight jnction marker O-1, (b) otal 
KC/ζ colocalises with the tight jnction marker O-1, (c) KCζ localises at the same 
position as the phospho-KC/ζ and total KC/ζ antibodies, (d) KC localises at the 
same position as the phospho-KC/ζ and total KC/ζ antibodies. 
3.3.2 Nclear Localisation of KC and KCζ in MDCK Cells 
revios research has indicated that KC/ζ localises to the ncles (see section 
3.1.3), bt none of these stdies have been ndertaken in MDCK cells. o establish if 
MDCK cells had nclear KC or KCζ, the MDCK cells were stained for each of the 
KC/ζ antibodies and γ-tblin. No clear nclear localisation cold be seen with any of 
the KC/ζ antibodies (figre 3.2). here was also possible nclear eclsion seen with the 
total KC/ζ and phospho-KC/ζ, bt this was not clearly seen with the KC and KCζ 
antibodies. 
3.3.3 KC and KCζ Localisation Alters Dramatically dring the Cell Cycle 
KC/ζ has previosly been shown to be on the mitotic apparats in a few 
different cell types (see section 3.1.4). However, it has not been shown for MDCK cells so 
it was decided to stain MDCK cells dring different stages of the cell cycle to clarify 
where, KC, KCζ and active phospho-KC/ζ localise. A schematic diagram of the cell 
cycle is pictred in figre 3.2 to provide a visal representation of the cell cycle. 
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Figre 3.2 he Cell Cycle 
A schematic diagram of the cell cycle obtained from ‘Cell Biology’ 
www2.mbsd.org/staff/pware/cells on 16/01/11 
In the following images (figres 3.3-3.7) the KC/ζ antibodies stain the tight 
jnctions as in figre 3.1, bt in many cases the tight jnctions cannot be seen as the focal 
plane is at the level of the centrosomes not the tight jnctions. 
Dring interphase and prophase all the KC/ζ antibodies are localised throghot 
the cell inclding cytoplasm and were enriched at the tight jnctions (figre 3.3 yellow 
arrows indicate interphase centrosomes and white arrows indicate prophase centrosomes. 
Data not shown for tight jnctions). 
At metaphase the localisation of KC and KCζ changes dramatically (figre 3.4); 
active phospho-KC/ζ staining is stronger and can be seen on the centrosomes from 
prometaphase onwards (figre 3.4a). he total KC/ζ at metaphase has staining on the 
spindle microtbles and a small amont of staining on the centrosomes (figre 3.4b), 
however the total cell staining is not as bright as the phospho-KC/ζ. he KCζ staining 
does not locate directly to the centrosomes (figre 3.4c); however the antibody does stain 
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hospho-KCι/ζ γ-tblin DNA merge a 
otal-KCι/ζ γ-tblin DNA merge b 
KC eta pericentrin DNA merge c 
KC Iota pericentrin DNA merge d 
Figre 3.3 KC/ζ Localisation dring Interphase and rophase 
MDCK cells stained with KC/ζ antibodies (green), and γ-tblin (phospho-KC/ζ and 
total KC/ζ) or pericentrin (KC and KCζ) to show the centrosomes (red). he ncles 
was stained with ORO-3 (ble). Cells were visalised sing confocal microscopy. 
Yellow arrows indicate interphase centrosomes and white arrows indicate prophase 
centrosomes. 
At interphase and prophase there is no nclear enrichment of KC or KCζ. here may be 
some nclear eclsion of total  KC/ζ. 
(a) Active phospho-KC/ζ, (b) otal KC/ζ, (c) KCζ, (d) KC 
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hospho-KCι/ζ γ-tblin DNA merge 
a 
otal-KCι/ζ γ-tblin DNA merge b 
KC eta pericentrin DNA merge c 
KC Iota pericentrin DNA merge d 
Figre 3.4 KC/ζ Localisation dring Metaphase 
MDCK cells stained with KC/ζ antibodies (green), and γ-tblin (phospho-KC/ζ and 
total KC/ζ) or pericentrin (KC and KCζ) to show the centrosomes (red). he ncles 
was stained with ORO-3 (ble). Cells were visalised sing confocal microscopy. 
(a) hospho-KC/ζ staining is bright with a concentration on the centrosomes and spindle 
microtbles, (b) otal KC/ζ staining is fond on the spindle microtbles, (c) KCζ 
staining is fond on the spindle microtbles, (d) KC staining is fond on the 
centrosome and mitotic spindle. 
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the spindle microtbles. here is KC staining at the centrosomes indicating that KC 
locates to the centrosomes and combined with the phospho-KC/ζ staining, is 
phosphorylated there (figre 3.4d). All the antibodies stain the mitotic spindle. herefore, 
KC and KCζ are fond on the spindle microtbles and active phosphorylated KC on 
the centrosomes. 
Dring anaphase, the active phospho-KC/ζ can still clearly be seen at the 
centrosomes and is now on the midbody microtbles (figre 3.5a). he total KC/ζ 
antibody stains the midbody microtbles, bt little staining is seen on the centrosomes 
(figre 3.5b). he KCζ antibody shows strong midbody microtble staining (figre 
3.5c). he KC staining becomes mch weaker, in comparison to the metaphase staining, 
althogh it is still brighter than the staining in the cells srronding it which are not 
dividing, however there is not clear spindle or centrosomal staining (figre 3.5d). 
Dring telophase, active phospho-KC/ζ retains its binding to the midbody 
microtbles and the centrosomes (figre 3.6a). he total KC/ζ antibody shows midbody 
microtble staining (figre 3.5b). he KCζ antibodies also show midbody microtble 
staining (figre 3.6c). he KC staining retrns to basal levels dring telophase with no 
staining on the mitotic apparats (figre 3.6d). So KC/ζ is still active at the centrosomes 
at telophase, however, it is difficlt to tell which of the two isoforms it is de to neither of 
the antibodies showing clear centrosomal staining. 
o smmarise, active phosphorylated KC/ζ is fond at the centrosomes and 
spindle/midbody microtbles throghot metaphase, anaphase and telophase. From the 
metaphase staining it appears to be KC on the centrosomes, however, no staining for 
KC can be fond on the centrosomes later on in mitosis. KCζ locates to the spindle 
microtbles dring metaphase and on the midbody microtbles later on in mitosis and 
cold be phosphorylated at the centrosome. herefore KC and KCζ may both have a 
role in reglating mitosis and cold have centrosomal phosphorylation targets. 
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c 
hospho-KCι/ζ γ-tblin DNA merge a 
otal-KCι/ζ γ-tblin DNA merge b 
KC eta pericentrin DNA merge 
pericentrin KC Iota merge DNA d 
Figre 3.5 KC/ζ Localisation dring Anaphase 
MDCK cells stained with KC/ζ antibodies (green), and γ-tblin (phospho-KC/ζ and 
total KC/ζ) or pericentrin (KC and KCζ) to show the centrosomes (red). he ncles 
was stained with ORO-3 (ble). Cells were visalised sing confocal microscopy. 
(a) hospho-KC/ζ staining is bright with a concentration on the centrosomes, spindle and 
midbody microtbles, (b) otal KC/ζ staining is fond on the spindle and midbody 
microtbles, (c) KCζ staining is fond on the spindle and midbody microtbles, 
(d) KC staining is mch weaker and stains no particlar part of the mitotic apparats, bt 
is brighter in the cell in anaphase than the cells srronding it. 
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hospho-KCι/ζ γ-tblin DNA merge a 
otal-KCι/ζ γ-tblin DNA merge b 
KC eta pericentrin DNA merge c 
KC Iota pericentrin DNA merge d 
Figre 3.6 KC/ζ Localisation dring elophase 
MDCK cells stained with KC/ζ antibodies (green), and γ-tblin (phospho-KC/ζ and 
total KC/ζ) or pericentrin (KC and KCζ) to show the centrosomes (red). he ncles 
was stained with ORO-3 (ble). Cells were visalised sing confocal microscopy. 
(a) hospho-KC/ζ staining is bright with a concentration on the centrosomes, spindle and 
midbody microtbles, (b) otal KC/ζ staining is fond on the midbody microtbles, 
(c) KCζ staining is fond on the midbody microtbles, (d) KC staining is back to 
basal levels with no staining on the mitotic apparats. 
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3.3.4 KC and KCζ Localisation dring Metaphase in Caco2 Cells 
o ensre that the mitotic staining that had been seen was not an artefact of MDCK 
cells, the hman colorectal adenocarcinoma epithelial cell line, Caco2 was stained in the 
same way as the MDCK cells (figre 3.7). he staining at metaphase was almost identical 
to the MDCK staining in figre 3.5, however, he KC and KCζ staining was a lot 
stronger at the centrosomes of Caco2 cells than on the centrosomes of MDCK cells. he 
active phospho-KC/ζ antibody strongly stained the centrosomes and spindle 
microtbles (figre 3.7a). he total KC/ζ antibody stains the spindle microtbles, bt 
there is no clear centrosomal staining (figre 3.7b). he KCζ antibody localises to the 
centrosomes and the spindle microtbles (figre 3.7c). he KC antibody stains the 
centrosomes very strongly with weaker staining on the spindle microtbles (figre 3.7c). 
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hospho-KCι/ζ γ-tblin DNA merge a 
otal-KCι/ζ γ-tblin DNA merge b 
KC eta pericentrin DNA merge c 
KC Iota pericentrin DNA merge d 
Figre 3.7 KC Localisation dring Metaphase in Caco2 Cells 
Caco2 cells stained with KC/ζ antibodies (green) and γ-tblin (phospho-KC/ζ and 
total KC/ζ) or pericentrin (KC and KCζ) to show the centrosomes (red). Ncles 
stained with ORO-3 (ble). Cells were visalised sing confocal microscopy. 
(a) Active phospho-KC/ζ staining can be seen on the spindle microtbles and the 
centrosomes, (b) otal atypical KC/ζ staining can be seen on the spindle microtbles, 
(c) KCζ staining can be seen on the spindle microtbles and the centrosomes, 
(d) KC staining can be seen on the spindle microtbles and the centrosomes. 
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3.3.5 Active hosphorylated KC/ζ is fond at the Centrosomes in Metaphase in 
other Hman Cell Lines 
he mitotic data from MDCK and Caco2 cells sggests that the localisation of 
KC/ζ to the mitotic apparats may be fond in many different types of epithelial cells. 
o confirm the hypothesis the active phosphorylated KC/ζ antibody was sed. Ovcar-3, 
the hman ovarian carcinoma cell line, HeLa, the hman epithelial cervical cancer cell line 
and the A549 adenocarcinomic hman alveolar basal epithelial cell line were stained for 
active phospho-KC/ζ (figre 3.8). he cell lines all showed strong centrosomal staining 
with the A549 cells having particlarly clear centrosomal staining. he Ovcar-3 and HeLa 
cells also had spindle microtble staining, bt the A549 cells did not. his confirms that 
phosphorylated KC/ζ is fond on the spindle and centrosome in a wide range of 
epithelial cells. 
3.3.6 hosphorylation of KC and KCζ is Increased dring Mitosis 
he immnoflorescence data in figres 3.4 to 3.7 predicts that phospho-KC/ζ 
and perhaps the individal KC and KCζ proteins are preglated dring mitosis. o 
confirm if the KC and/or KCζ proteins or the phosphorylation was being p-reglated 
dring mitosis, cells were treated with Nocodazole to prodce large nmbers of mitotic 
cells (ieve et al., 1980) by depolymerising microtbles and casing the cells to arrest in 
mitosis. DMSO was sed as a control becase Nocodazole is dissolved in DMSO. he 
Nocodazole and DMSO treated cells were stained for active phospho-KC/ζ and γ-tblin 
to act as a positive control and confirm the increase in mitotic cells (figre 3.9 a and b). 
he Nocodazole and DMSO treated cells were lysed and sbjected to Western 
blotting with each KC/ζ antibody type and α-tblin as a loading control (figre 3.9 c). 
he antibodies for total KC/ζ, KC and KCζ show similar amonts of protein whether 
treated with Nocodazole or DMSO, so dring mitosis the total amont of each atypical 
KC isoform is kept constant. However, the active phospho-KC/ζ antibody showed p-
reglation when treated with Nocodazole in comparison to DMSO. herefore, the 
phosphorylation of either or both atypical KC isoforms increases dring mitosis, bt the 
actal amont of protein is kept at similar levels. his sggests that the activity of KC/ζ 
is increased dring mitosis. 
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Ovcar-3 
hospho-KCι/ζ γ-tblin DNA merge a 
HeLa 
hospho-KCι/ζ γ-tblin DNA merge b 
A549 
hospho-KCι/ζ γ-tblin DNA merge c 
Figre 3.8 Active hosphorylated KC/ζ is fond at the Centrosomes in Diverse 
Epithelial Hman Cell Lines 
Cell lines were stained with active phospho-KC/ζ antibody (green) and γ-tblin to show 
the centrosomes (red). he ncles was stained with ORO-3 (ble). Cells were imaged 
sing confocal microscopy. 
(a) Ovcar-3 cells show strong centrosomal and spindle microtble phospho-KC/ζ 
staining, (b) HeLa cells show strong centrosomal and spindle microtble phospho-KC/ζ 



















hospho-KCι/ζ γ-tblin DNA merge a 
DMSO 
hospho-KCι/ζ γ-tblin DNA merge b 
- + - + - + - +Nocodazole 
hospho-KC/ζ 
α-tblin 
Figre 3.9 Active hosphorylated KC/ζ is Upreglated dring Mitosis 
MDCK cells were treated with Nocodazole or DMSO and stained with active phospho-
KC/ζ antibodies (green) and γ-tblin to show the centrosomes (red). Ncles stained 
with ORO-3 (ble). Cells were visalised sing confocal microscopy. Cell lysates from 
the Nocodazole and DMSO treated cells were sbjected to Western blotting sing the KC 
antibodies and α-tblin as a control. his eperiment was repeated three times. 
(a) Cells treated with Nocodazole show high nmbers of mitotic cells, (b) Cells treated 
with DMSO show few cells in mitosis, (c) he cells were lysed and sbjected to Western 
blotting sing the KC antibodies and α-tblin loading as a control. 
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3.4 Discssion 
3.4.1 ight Jnction Localisation 
In figre 3.1 it has been shown that the atypical KC antibodies localise to the tight 
jnctions, confirming previos data (Izmi et al., 1998; Nnbhakdi-Craig et al., 2002). he 
KCζ antibody (figre 3.1 c) seems to bind the tight jnctions more than the KC 
antibody as the KC (figre 3.1 d) staining is less prononced or specific for the tight 
jnctions. his cold sggest that there is more KCζ at the tight jnctions or that the 
KCζ is a better antibody in MDCK cells than the KC antibody. o test this more KC 
and KCζ specific antibodies cold be tested, especially those that have been raised 
against canine KC and KCζ. 
3.4.2 Nclear Localisation 
he nclear localisation of KC/ζ was also investigated (figre 3.3). No clear 
nclear staining was visalised, however, this is in resting cells. KC/ζ has been reported 
to shttle in and ot of the ncles (erander et al., 2001), so the amont of KC or KCζ 
in the ncles at any one time cold be qite small and difficlt to detect. o determine if 
either atypical KC isoform localises to the ncles, the MDCK cells cold be treated with 
Leptomycin B, which prevents nclear eport. KC or KCζ wold then accmlate in 
the ncles and wold be easily visalised sing antibody staining. 
3.4.3 Cell Cycle Localisation 
here are a nmber of reslts that can be inferred from figres 3.3-3.6, firstly, 
active phospho-KC/ζ localises to the centrosomes, spindle and midbody microtbles 
dring metaphase, anaphase and telophase. he total KC/ζ localises to the spindle and 
midbody microtbles dring metaphase, anaphase and telophase. KCζ also localises to 
the spindle and midbody microtbles dring metaphase, anaphase and telophase, bt little 
staining is seen on the centrosomes. KC localises to the centrosomes and spindle 
microtbles dring metaphase, however, in anaphase and telophase the staining is 
redced. he KC staining is in contrast to the Caco2 staining, which shows clear KC 
at the centrosomes (figre 3.7d). he KCζ staining in the Caco2 cells is also more 
prononced at the centrosomes of the Caco2 cells than the MDCK cells (figre 3.7c). his 
discrepancy cold be de to the antibodies not being raised against canine KC and 
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KCζ. he KC and KCζ antibodies may mch more readily bind hman KC/ζ than 
canine. o confirm this, a Western blot with the same amont of KC/ζ protein, from 
different species, cold be tilised to demonstrate whether there is weaker binding to the 
canine KC/ζ than other species of KC/ζ. Ftre work wold also inclde obtaining an 
antibody, specific for KC that does recognise the canine KC and sing it to confirm 
that KC does localise to the centrosomes dring mitosis. Another possibility is that there 
is actally more KC/ζ at the centrosomes in Caco2 cells as Caco2 cells are a cancer 
derived cell line and KC/ζ is preglated dring cancer. o determine if this is the case, 
the stdy cold be etended to look in more cell lines derived from both cancer cells and 
normal cells to determine if there are any differences in the amont of KC or KCζ at 
the centrosomes. 
Li and colleages showed KC/ζ staining at the mitotic spindle in HeLa cells and 
phospho-KC/ζ staining at the centrosomes in metaphase, bt not anaphase or telophase 
(Li et al., 2006). he slight differences seen in the staining at the centrosomes in anaphase 
and telophase may be de to different antibodies being sed. In their paper the antibody 
sed for KC/ζ is the same as the one sed in this work for total KC/ζ however, the 
phospho-KC/ζ antibody is different to the one sed in this work, bt does recognise both 
isoforms of phospho-KC/ζ. he phospho-KC/ζ antibody may not bind phospho-
KC/ζ as well at the one we sed. o test this HeLa cells cold be stained with the 
phospho-KC/ζ antibody sed in this work and the phospho-KC/ζ antibody sed by Li 
and colleages, throgh all stages of the cell cycle. If only the phospho-KC/ζ antibody 
sed in this work binds the mitotic apparats throghot cell division, it wold confirm 
that the differences in staining are de to the specificity of the antibodies. 
Localisation and Western blotting data sggest that both KC and KCζ are likely 
to be activated dring mitosis. o determine which KC/ζ isoform is activated, cells can 
be arrested in metaphase sing Nocodazole and the phospho-KC/ζ sed to 
immnoprecipitate the active KC/ζ. his cold then be sbjected to Western blotting 
with the KC and KCζ antibodies to see which one is more prevalent in mitosis. From 
the immnoflorescence data, especially the Caco2 images (figre 3.8) it wold be 
epected that both are fond at the centrosomes, bt KC may be more prevalent as it is 
mch brighter in the Caco2 images. 
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Active phospho-KC/ζ is fond at the centrosomes in metaphase in a variety of 
epithelial cells (figre 3.8) which sggests a key role in mitosis; however in this stdy only 
epithelial cells have been tested. It will be interesting to test non-epithelial cell lines sch a 
blood cells or fibroblasts to determine whether KC/ζ is active at the centrosomes in all 
cells. 
In figre 3.9 it was shown that it is the threonine 410 (410) activating 
phosphorylation of the atypical KCs that is increased in mitosis, not the protein levels. 
hosphorylation of KC/ζ on 410 is atophosphorylation and indicates that KC/ζ is 
active. KC and KCζ are therefore they are likely to be translocated to the centrosomes 
and spindle microtbles early on in mitosis and phosphorylated there. 410 
phosphorylation indicates active atypical KC therefore they are active on the centrosomes 
and the spindle microtbles. Frther work is reqired to elcidate what activates KC at 
the centrosomes and spindle microtbles. Cdc42 activates KC/ζ by releasing the 
inhibitory affect on KC/ζ by ar-6 and Cdc42 is fond near the centrosomes in MDCK 
cells (Rodrigez-Fraticelli et al., 2010), so it is likely that KC/ζ is being activated by 
Cdc42 at the centrosomes. o test this Cdc42 can be knocked down and if no KC/ζ 
atophosphorylation at the centrosomes occrs, then Cdc42 is responsible for the KC/ζ 
activation at the centrosomes and spindle microtbles. 
KC/ζ can case the phosphorylation of GSK3β on serine 9, inactivating GSK3β 
(Etienne-Manneville and Hall, 2003a). GSK3β is also fond on the centrosomes and 
spindle microtbles dring mitosis (Bobinnec et al., 2006; Wakefield et al., 2003) and is 
inactive at the centrosomes at this time (Wakefield et al., 2003). It is plasible that KC/ζ 
is responsible for the GSK3β phosphorylation and inactivation at the centrosomes. o test 
this KC/ζ can be knocked down and if no GSK3β phosphorylation occrs then it is very 
likely that KC/ζ is responsible for the phosphorylation. 
In smmary, there are two sites of KC/ζ localisation and activation; the tight 
jnctions and mitotic apparats and potentially the ncles. he following chapters will 
consider potential phosphorylation targets at these sites. 
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Chapter 4 
Establishing a Method to Identify roteins hosphorylated by KC 
4.1 Introdction 
he aim of the project is to find novel KC phosphorylation targets, so a method 
was needed to test potential candidates. here are many different ways of finding and 
verifying kinase targets (Johnson and Hnter, 2005). In this chapter the aim is to establish 
a method to determine whether a potential candidate is an actal KC phosphorylation 
target. 
4.1.1 hosphorylation rediction Methods 
One way of identifying targets is to se compter based prediction programs. he 
for main web tools are Scansite (http://scansite.mit.ed/), hosphoELM 
(http://phospho.elm.e.org/), Nethos (http://www.cbs.dt.dk/services/Nethos/) and 
Hman protein Reference Database HRD (http://www.hprd.org/). 
Scansite, hosphoELM and Nethos all se algorithms to predict kinase 
phosphorylation sites. However, pblishers retain the copyright information abot the 
algorithms, so eact details are not known, the details known are described below. 
Scansite ses an algorithm based on a osition Specific Scoring Matri (SSM) 
(Obenaer et al., 2003). A SSM compares known phosphorylation sites from 
eperimental data, for one kinase and scores which amino acids are strongly favored or 
strongly disliked either side of the phosphorylation site. On the basis of this an algorithm 
can be written to scan a protein seqence to find predicted phosphorylation sites. 
hosphoELM ses an algorithm based on a manal phospho-protein database, 
made p of high throghpt data sets from the pblished literatre (Diella et al., 2008). 
From these data sets they have written an algorithm to predict phosphorylation sites in a 
sbstrate for a given kinase. 
Nethos ses an artificial neral network method to predict protein phosphorylation 
(Blom et al., 1999). Like hosphoELM, the network is based on large data sets from the 
pblished literatre. Within the network both the protein seqence and the strctre are 
sed, when available. he strctral data shold make the prediction more accrate as the 
protein folding arond a phosphorylation site can be important for recognition by a kinase. 
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he HRD is different from the other search method. It does not se an algorithm, 
instead it reports the presence of kinase motifs fond in the literatre (Amanchy et al., 
2007). he database is manally pdated from the literatre. 
he advantages of sing the above online tools are that they are qick and easy to 
se and a large nmber of proteins can be rapidly tested. A disadvantage is that they are 
not completely accrate (see section 4.2). 
4.1.2 In vitro Methods for Determining KC hosphorylation 
An alternative to compter based prediction programs is to carry ot in vitro kinase 
assays to test a potential kinase sbstrate. he main way of showing a protein is 
phosphorylated in vitro is to se the prified sbstrate mied with the prified kinase and 
radio-labelled A32. he 32 is incorporated into the sbstrate and can be viewed via 
atoradiography. Lgl was shown to be phosphorylated by KC sing an Lgl-GS fsion 
protein, that had been epressed in bacteria, and commercially available prified KC. 
(Betschinger et al., 2003). ar-1b was shown to be phosphorylated in a slightly different 
way, the ar-1b was a GS fsion protein, bt the KC was flag tagged and prodced in 
Hek293 cells (Hrov et al., 2004). Both papers mentioned above went on to show in vivo 
KC phosphorylation. he advantage with this method is that it is relatively qick, 
althogh slower than the prediction programs. However the disadvantages are that it 
reqires radioactivity and that kinases may be able to phosphorylate a sbstrate in vitro, 
bt the phosphorylation may not occr in vivo. his means that a phosphorylation site 
identified in vitro needs to be confirmed in vivo. 
Another in vitro method is KESREL (kinase sbstrate tracking and elcidation) 
(Cohen and Knebel, 2006). Hela cell etracts are depleted of A, and a high 
concentration of kinase pls radio-labelled A added. he cell etract is then separated 
by electrophoresis and phosphorylation viewed sing atoradiography. hosphorylated 
proteins can then be prified and identified sing mass spectrometry. his method was 
sed to demonstrate the phosphorylation of AK4/p38δ by eEF2 kinase (Knebel et al., 
2001). he advantages of this method are that it tests all the proteins in a cell and is 
relatively qick to carry ot. he disadvantages are that it reqires radioactivity and that it 
may yield proteins that can be phosphorylated by a kinase, bt are not normally as they are 
seqestered in different parts of the cell. 
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Another in vitro phosphorylation method is the screening of epression libraries. A 
cDNA library can be constrcted with each cDNA tagged to GS. he GS-fsion 
proteins are then epressed in E.coli by bacteria phage and then transferred to a 
nitrocelllose membrane. he kinase of interest and radiolabelled A are added to the 
membrane and then removed by washing. hosphorylation can be visalised by 
atoradiography to see which plaqes were phosphorylated by the kinase. he cDNA in 
the phosphorylated plaqe can then be seqenced to find which protein was epressed and 
phosphorylated by the kinase of interest. his method was sed to determine the 
phosphorylation of MNK1 by ERK MA kinase (Fknaga and Hnter, 1997). he 
advantage of this method is that it is a random nbiased screen; however, the disadvantage 
with the approach is that yo might identify a target in a biological process yo are not 
interested in. 
4.1.3 In vivo Methods for Determining KC hosphorylation 
here are nmeros ways of showing that a protein is phosphorylated in vivo. A 
kinase can be inhibited or knocked down sing siRNA and a redction in the amont of 
phosphorylation of the protein of interest can indicate phosphorylation by that particlar 
kinase. he phosphorylation can be visalised sing a phospho specific antibodies, 
particlar for the sbstrate of interest, on a Western blot. his method was sed to show 
KC phosphorylation of GSK3 (Etienne-Manneville and Hall, 2003a) and Lgl 
(Betschinger et al., 2003). he advantages of this method are that it is in vivo and qick to 
carry ot. he disadvantage is that it may not show direct phosphorylation, the kinase may 
phosphorylate another kinase casing it to phosphorylate the protein of interest. Another 
disadvantage is that yo need phospho-specific antibodies which are epensive and time 
consming to make. 
A more direct method of showing in vivo protein phosphorylation is to overepress 
both proteins at the same time in the same cell and then assess for phosphorylation. his 
method was sed to show the phosphorylation of FoG1 by CKI (Regad et al., 2007). 
Xenops embryos were co-injected with RNA for GF tagged CKI and GF-FoG1, the 
embryos then epressed the proteins and phosphorylation occrred. he GF-FoG1 was 
immnoprecipitated and the phosphorylation visalised by Western blotting sing a pan 
phosphoserine antibody. he advantages of this method are that it is qick to ndertake, is 
in vivo and probably direct between the kinase and the sbstrate de to overepression. 
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he disadvantage is that over epressing two proteins may not mimic the tre sitation and 
phosphorylation that wold not normally occr de to spatial differences of the protein 
within the cell may occr with this method. 
Chen and colleages showed the phosphorylation of addcin by transfecting cells 
with wild type (W) and kinase dead (KD) novel KC. he athors showed that addcin 
phosphorylation was increased in the cells transfected with W bt not those transfected 
with KD novel KC the phosphorylation was visalised sing a phospho-specific antibody 
(Chen et al., 2007). he advantages of this method are that it is in vivo and does not reqire 
radioactivity. he disadvantage is that the kinase is overepressed and may case the 
phosphorylation of proteins it wold not normally have contact with and that it is may not 
be direct; the kinase may phosphorylate another kinase casing it to phosphorylate the 
protein of interest. 
A particlarly clever in vivo phosphorylation assay involves mtation of the A 
binding pocket of the kinase so that it preferentially binds a radio-labelled analoge of 
A that cannot be bond by other kinases. he DNA for the mtated kinase is transfected 
into cells, epressed and the radiolabelled A analoge added. he cell etract is then 
separated by electrophoresis and visalised sing atoradiography and the sbstrates 
identified sing mass spectrometry.  his techniqe was sed to discover phosphorylation 
of Cofilin and Dok-1 by v-Src (Shah and Shokat, 2002). he advantages of this method are 
that it is in vivo and qick once the kinase mtant has been made. However, the 
disadvantage can be that it may take a long time to make the kinase mtant. Another 
disadvantage is that the kinase is over epressed; therefore, it may phosphorylate proteins 
it woldn’t sally have contact with. As with all the in vitro methods, to show that the 
phosphorylation seen in vivo is direct an in vitro kinase assay needs to be carried ot. 
A candidate approach was chosen to enable the project to focs on proteins of 
interest rather than the many proteins that can be fond sing a screening program sch as 
KESREL. he project was started by testing phospho-prediction programs. 
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4.2 Reslts 
4.2.1 esting hosphorylation rediction Methods 
he aim of the project was to test a large nmber of candidates that cold be 
phosphorylated by KC, the available phosphorylation prediction tools on the web were 
tested first. 
o test the reliability of these prediction methods for known KC targets were 
chosen and assessed sing the online tools. he for sbstrates chosen were Lgl, ar-1b, 
GSK3 and Nmb. Mose Lgl is phosphorylated by KC on five serines, S654, 658, 662, 
669 and 672 (lant et al., 2003). Hman ar-1b is phosphorylated by KC on one 
threonine, 595 (Hrov et al., 2004). Rat GSK3 is phosphorylated by KC on one 
serine, S9 (Etienne-Manneville and Hall, 2003a). Hman Nmb is phosphorylated by 
KC on two serines, S7 and 295 (Smith et al., 2007). he reslts of these proteins when 
inptted into the prediction tools are shown in table 3.1 
WEB BASED OOLS 
Known arget Scansite EA hospho ELM Nethos HRD 
Lgl A    
ar-1b     
GSK3     
Nmb B    
able 4.1 Reslts from the For hosphorylation rediction ools on For Known 
KC Sbstrates 
(A) denotes only for of the five known sites predicted. he accession nmbers for the 
proteins are in the methods. (B) denotes only one of the two known sites predicted. 
When comparing the web based tools with known reslts Scansite correctly 
predicted some of the resides fond in Lgl and Nmb, bt not all of them. It did not 
predict the correct sites for ar-1b or GSK3. hosphoELM was nable to predict any of 
the known KC phosphorylation sites even thogh they state that they se pblished data. 
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It is likely that they have sed only limited data and not the data from the known targets we 
are sing. Nethos shows total KC phosphorylation not the individal KC family 
members, so the reslts are limited. Netphos correctly predicted all the known resides 
phosphorylated by KC on Nmb, bt failed to predict any of the other resides in the 
other three known KC targets; Lgl, ar-1b and GSK3β. he hosphoELM was nable to 
predict the phosphorylation of Lgl, ar1b or GSK3, bt it did correctly predict the 
phosphorylation of Nmb. However, all of the tools incorrectly predicted other sites, apart 
from HRD which only lists sbstrates known for the particlar kinase. For Lgl and ar-1b 
the pblished data proves that the sites predicted are false positives. lant and colleages 
created recombinant fsion proteins that spanned the length of Lgl (lant et al., 2003). 
Only two of these fsion proteins, corresponding to amino acids 418-1034 were 
phosphorylated by KCζ, however, scansite predicts two sites which are not in this region 
and therefore not phosphorylated by KCζ and are false positives. Netphos predicts thirty-
five other KC sites that are false positives for KC/ζ bt may be positives for the other 
KC sbtypes. Similarly, Hrov and colleages mtated the threonine 595 to alanine in 
ar-1b and abolished KCζ phosphorylation (Hrov et al., 2004), however Scansite 
predicts three other ar-1b sites which are not phosphorylated by KCζ and are therefore 
false positives. Nethos predicts thirty-for other ar-1b KC sites which are false 
positives for KC/ζ bt may be positive for other KC sbtypes. he HRD only 
describes KC phosphorylation sites; it does not specify which KC. For each of the 
proteins many sites were predicted, indicating many false positives. his indicates that the 
parameters sed by the algorithms are not specific and many false positives can be given 
and so the prediction tools alone are not sfficient to determine if KC phosphorylates a 
protein. Scansite, as it predicts KCζ sbstrates, might be a sefl tool once 
phosphorylation has been established to help find the eact site phosphorylated by KC. 
4.2.2 In vivo Xenops Method 
he prediction programs were not sitable so another approach had to be fond. 
he Xenops method was tested becase it is a relatively qick in vivo candidate approach. 
wo well established KC targets are Lgl and ar-1b (Betschinger et al., 2003; Hrov et 
al., 2004; lant et al., 2003), were chosen to test the in vivo Xenops method. Lgl is 
phosphorylated on serines (lant et al., 2003) and ar-1b is phosphorylated on a threonine 
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Figre 4.1 he in vivo Xenops Method did Not Detect hosphorylated Lgl or ar-1b. 
roteins were epressed in Xenops embryos and then I sing a GF antibody and probed 
with pan phosphoserine and phosphothreonine antibodies. 
(a) Lgl is clearly epressed by the Xenops embryos (top panel) however the 
phosphoserine antibody was nable to detect Lgl phosphorylation (lower panel), 
(b) ar-1b is clearly epressed by the Xenops embryos (top panel) however the 
phosphothreonine antibody was nable to detect ar1b phosphorylation (lower panel). 
b 
RNA injected I: GF 
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Using these two proteins gives the opportnity to test the detection of both types of KC 
phosphorylation. 
mRNA of each GF fsion proteins were injected into 2 cell stage Xenops 
embryos with and withot a KC constrct. At approimately stage 9 the embryos were 
lysed and the GF fsion proteins were immnoprecipitated sing a GF antibody. he 
presence of the fsion protein was determined by a Western blot sing a GF antibody and 
the presence of phosphorylation assessed sing a phosphoserine antibody for Lgl and a 
phosphothreonine antibody for ar-1b. Both of the GF fsion proteins were epressed 
highly even in the presence of KC (figre 4.1 a top panel and b top panel). However, the 
phosphoserine and phosphothreonine antibodies cold not detect any phosphorylation 
(figre 4.1 a and b, bottom panel). his is probably de to the phospho antibodies not 
being able to recognise all phosphorylated serines or threonines. As the antibodies do not 
recognise known KC phosphorylation sites it is nlikely they will recognise any KC 
phosphorylation sites, as the consenss seqence arond the phosphorylation site is likely 
to be similar to that arond the phosphorylation sites in Lgl and ar-1b. KC was not 
blotted for, so it cannot be proven that it was present, bt the embryos had cell 
apicalisation, so it is likely that it was present. 
4.2.3 Setting p an in vitro Kinase Assay 
De to the in vivo Xenops method not being sitable for established KC targets 
and therefore not sitable for finding novel KC phosphorylation targets an alternative 
method to measre phosphorylation was tested. he in vitro kinase assays were chosen as 
it is qick and shows direct phosphorylation. MB is a known KC sbstrate (Kishimoto 
et al., 1985) that can be prchased from Sigma. KC can also be prchased from 
Calbiochem. herefore, MB was sed to test the kinase assay conditions set ot by 
Calbiochem and also act as a positive control. 
MB was added to KC and radiolabelled A, then incbated, the reaction was 
stopped sing sample bffer and the mitre rn on an SDS-age gel and visalised sing 
atoradiography. KC can phosphorylate MB (figre 4.2), showing that the kinase assay 
conditions are sitable for KC sbstrate phosphorylation and MB can be sed as a 




















Figre 4.2 MB is hosphorylated by KC 
An in vitro kinase assay was performed with MB as the sbstrate and commercial KC 
as the kinase, the kinase assay mitre was separated by electrophoresis and visalised 
sing atoradiography. 
4.2.4 esting an in vitro Kinase Assay Method which sed GF tagged Lgl and ar-1b 
Epressed in Xenops Embryos. 
Xenops embryos were sed to make the proteins as that has already been 
sccessflly completed (figre 4.1) ar-1b and Lgl, known KC phosphorylation targets 
were chosen as sbstrates to test the in vitro kinase assay sing proteins epressed in 
Xenops embryos. GF tagged Lgl and ar-1b were epressed in Xenops embryos and 
prified by immnoprecipitation sing a GF antibody (figre 4.3 a). he prified fsion 
proteins were then added to KC and A32 , and the kinase assay carried ot. ar-1b 
phosphorylation was not detected in this assay (figre 4.3 b). his may be de to not 
making enogh ar-1b protein and a disadvantage with this approach is that it is not 
possible to qantitate the amont of protein becase of the IgG protein from the I. In 
contrast, Lgl was clearly phosphorylated (figre 4.3 b), however, this phosphorylation 
occrs with and withot KC. It was hypothesised that Lgl was being phosphorylated 
withot KC being added becase KC may have co-immnoprecipitated with the Lgl 
from the Xenops etracts. o test this a Western blot for KC was carried ot. he 
reslts shown in figre 4.3 c show a strong band of KC in the whole embryo etracts and 
a lighter band in the GF I for Lgl. his indicates that the phosphorylation seen in the 
kinase assay was de to the KC co-immnoprecipitating with the Lgl. De to this 
possibly happening with other candidate proteins and ar-1b phosphorylation not being 





















































































Figre 4.3 esting the in vitro Kinase Assay sing GF tagged Lgl and ar-1b 
Epressed in Xenops Embryos. 
GF tagged Lgl and ar-1b were epressed in Xenops embryos, prified by I and either 
sed for a Western blot or a kinase assay with commercial KC. 
(a) A Western blot for GF showing GF tagged Lgl and ar-1b are epressed by the 
Xenops embryos and are efficiently immnoprecipitated, (b) In the kinase assay Lgl is 
























































1b phosphorylation is not detected, (c) A Western blot for KC shows that KC co-











hospho ar-1 GS 
Figre 4.4 Bacterially rodced ar-1b is hosphorylated in an in vitro Kinase Assay 
GS-ar-1b was epressed in and prified from E.coli and sbjected to a kinase assay and 
a Western blot. 
(a) GS-ar-1b is epressed after indction and prified sccessflly, (b) ar-1b is 
phosphorylated when mied with KC, however there is a small band of the same size 
present when KC is mied with A32 alone which is probably KC 
atophosphorylation, (c) A Western blot for phospho-ar-1 clearly shows ar-1b is 
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phosphorylated by KC. A western blot for GS shows KC and ar-1b are the same 
size. 
4.2.5 Bacterially rodced GS-fsion roteins are hosphorylated in an in vitro 
Kinase Assay 
De to KC co-immnoprecipitating with fsion proteins prodced in Xenops it 
was decided that bacterially epressed GS fsion proteins wold be sed instead as these 
shold not contain KC when prified. his wold prevent any KC co-
immnoprecipitation and hopeflly allow for a cleaner kinase assay. he GS fsion 
proteins wold be prified sing gltathione beads. ar-1b was chosen as a known KC 
phosphorylation target to test the kinase assay and ar-1b tagged to GS was kindly 
donated by H.iwnica-Worms (Hrov et al., 2004). here is clear indction of bacterial 
epression of GS-ar-1b and prification sing gltathione coated sepharose beads 
(Figre 4.4 a). he prified fsion protein was added to KC and A32 and the kinase 
assay carried ot. he atoradiograph in figre 4.4 (b) shows ar-1b phosphorylation when 
KC is added to the kinase assay. However, there is also a weaker band in the KC and 
A32 lane. he commercial KC is GS tagged and is the same size as ar-1b-GS. It is 
likely that the small band seen in the KC and A32 lane is KC atophosphorylation. 
o prove that ar-1b is being phosphorylated a Western blot for phospho-ar-1b on 595 
was carried ot (figre 4.4 c left hand panel). he antibody recognises phosphorylation on 
threonine 595, the site phosphorylated by KC (Hrov et al., 2004). ar-1b is 
phosphorylated by KC. he right hand panel in figre 4.4 (c) shows a Western blot for 
GS. ar-1b-GS and KC-GS are both present and are the same size. It can be 
conclded that a working method for testing whether a protein is phosphorylated by KC 
has been established. 
4.3 Discssion 
he web based phosphorylation prediction methods were fond to be nsitable for 
predicting phosphorylation of sspected KC sbstrates as many false positives were 
predicted. With Nethos and HRD, only predicted sites for all the KC sbtypes are 
shown. his limits the seflness of these sites as the predicted phosphorylation cold be 
de to any of the KC sbtypes, not jst KC. hosphoELM lists predicted KC 
sbstrates, however, if the sbstrate of interest is not in this list it is of little se. Scansite 
appears to be the best tool to becase it predicts KCζ phosphorylation sites specifically. 
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However, the reslts can only be sed as a gide as Scansite, like the other programs, does 
predict false positives. In ftre the programs may be improved and therefore it will be 
worth keeping p to date with developments in this area. 
he in vivo Xenops assay to determine KC phosphorylation did not detect KC 
phosphorylation of Lgl or ar-1b (Figre 4.1). his is probably de to the phospho 
antibodies not being able to recognise all phosphorylated serines or threonines. he 
antibodies are designed to recognise phosphorylated serines and threonines, bt if the 
KC consenss seqence for phosphorylation was not sed when designing the antibodies 
they will not recognise sbstrates phosphorylated by KC. an phosphoserine and 
phosphothreonine antibodies also tend to have a low affinity for their target, so may not 
bind with a high enogh level to be detected (Johnson and Hnter, 2005). 
he in vitro kinase assay sing GF-tagged Lgl and ar-1b also failed to detect 
ar-1b phosphorylation, bt did detect Lgl phosphorylation (figre 4.3). he lack of ar-1b 
phosphorylation may be de to it already being phosphorylated in the Xenops embryo or 
that the band is too faint to be seen. Lgl is phosphorylated at least five times, and ar-1b 
only once, it may be that the ar-1b phosphorylation band is too faint in comparison to the 
Lgl phosphorylation band. Frther eposre of the kinase assay reslted in over eposed 
film (data not shown). More ar-1b protein was needed than the amont that cold be 
gained from the Xenops embryos, hence sing bacteria to prodce the protein. Lgl was 
phosphorylated with and withot KC being added to the kinase assay. his has been 
shown before, lant and colleages showed that Lgl cold be phosphorylated by KC that 
associated with it before the 293 cells were lysed (lant et al., 2003). his was an 
nepected problem of making protein in embryos. It may also occr with candidate 
proteins and may not be KC that is immnoprecipitated, leading to false positives. his 
wold not occr if the protein were made in bacteria. 
he in vitro kinase assay sing GS-fsion proteins was shown to be effective in 
showing ar-1b phosphorylation (figre 4.4). However, the disadvantage of sing this 
method is that the proteins are made in bacteria and are not sbjected to post-translational 
modifications that may occr when the proteins are epressed in mammalian cells. his 
problem will have to be considered when novel KC phosphorylation targets are 
elcidated sing this method. Once novel in vitro phosphorylation has been established it 
will have to be shown in vivo, bt this in vitro kinase assay approach is a sefl method as 
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the main aim of this thesis is to test candidate genes to see if they are phosphorylated by 
KC. 
Chapter 5 
Investigating Novel KC hosphorylation argets 
5.1 Introdction 
Cell polarity is the asymmetric distribtion of constitents within a single cell that 
prodces the asymmetry of celllar fnctions (Szki and Ohno, 2006). Epithelial cells are 
polarised along their apico-basal ais, the apical side of the cells is separated from the 
basal by tight jnctions. he tight jnctions have two fnctions; they provide a barrier 
between cells and they prevent the miing of the transmembrane proteins between the 
apical and basal domains (Balda and Matter, 1998). 
here are for main polarity complees that are reqired to maintain polarity: the 
apical KC/ζ/ar-3/ar-6 comple, the apical Crmbs/als-1/atj comple, the basolateral 
Lgl/Dlg/Scribbles grop and the Yrt, Coracle, Nerein IV and Na+, K+-Aase grop, 
as well as the basolateral protein ar-1. hese complees are evoltionarily conserved 
(Hrd et al., 2003; Izmi et al., 1998; Joberty et al., 2000; Laprise et al., 2009; Lin et al., 
2000; lant et al., 2003; Yamanaka et al., 2003) and are reqired to establish and maintain 
epithelial polarity. 
ar-3 is known to be phosphorylated by KC/ζ (Nagai-amai et al., 2002) and 
ar-6 has been reported as not being phosphorylated by KC/ζ. Lgl is also known to be 
phosphorylated by KC/ζ (Yamanaka et al., 2003). Drosophila Crmbs has also been 
shown to be a hman KC phosphorylation target in an in vitro kinase assay (Sotillos et 
al., 2004). Conseqently these for proteins were not chosen as potential KC 
phosphorylation targets to be tested in this project. he Yrt, Coracle, Nerein IV and 
Na+, K+-Aase grop was not described as a polarity comple ntil later in this work, so 
nfortnately none of them were inclded. he proteins chosen for testing in an in vitro 
kinase assay were, atj, Scribble, als-1 and Dlg. 
In addition to its role at tight jnctions, KC/ζ is active at the centrosomes (chapter 
3), which are celllar organelles that are composed of two centrioles srronded by 
pericentriolar material (Alieva and Uzbekov, 2008; Schatten, 2008). his strctre is a 
microtble organising centre that plays a role in a wide variety of celllar fnctions 
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inclding, cell division, vesicle transport, cell motility and cell shape maintenance 
(Schatten, 2008). Defective centrosome fnction has also been linked to tmor 
progression (Nigg, 2002). roteins associated with the centrosome can be split into three 
grops; the centriolar matri, the pericentriolar matri and centrosome associated proteins 
(Alieva and Uzbekov, 2008). Over 500 centrosomal proteins have been identified in a mass 
spectroscopy stdy (Andersen et al., 2003), however, these may not be present at all stages 
of the cell cycle and the role of many of these proteins is not nderstood. It wold not be 
possible to test sch a large nmber of proteins and it was decided to test two proteins 
which appeared to be particlarly good candidates. wo proteins described below localise 
to the centrosome and are candidate KC phosphorylation targets that will be tested in this 
project. 
5.1.1 LGN 
LGN was first cloned in 1996; it is a 76kDa protein with Le-Gly-Asn repeats, and 
so was called LGN. he mRNA for LGN is epressed in a wide variety of tisses 
inclding kidney, lng and skeletal mscle (Mochizki et al., 1996). LGN is the 
mammalian homologe of Drosophila artner of Inscteable (ins) and they share a 63% 
similarity (Y et al., 2000). In Drosophila neroblasts ins localises to a crescent in the 
apical corte. It binds Inscteable (Insc) and is reqired for the maintenance of Insc at the 
apical corte. Insc links Baz and the ar-aKC comple to ins (Y et al., 2000). ins can 
localise asymmetrically in neroblasts and lead to asymmetric spindle orientation by 
associating with microtbles and working in conjnction with DaKC this leads to 
asymmetric neroblast divisions (Bowman et al., 2006; Cai et al., 2003). 
In mammalian cells, the localisation of LGN seems to depend on the cell type. In 
MDCK cells, endogenos LGN is fond throghot the cytoplasm in interphase, bt 
dring mitosis, LGN relocates to a crescent at each spindle pole and the mitotic apparats 
(D et al., 2001). In MDCK cells stably epressing YF-LGN there is clear staining of the 
spindle poles dring metaphase (D and Macara, 2004). Overepressed LGN localises to 
the cell corte in mitotic: WISH, C12 and NRK cells bt not in Cos7 cells (Kashik et al., 
2003). In HeLa cells, LGN protein levels increase dring mitosis as shown by Western 
blotting (D and Macara, 2004). In C12 cells, loss of or overepression of LGN cases 
cell cycle progression defects; the cells arrest at the G1/S phase checkpoint (Kashik et al., 
2003). In MDCK cells, overepression of LGN cases misorientated spindles dring 
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metaphase and mis-segregation of chromosomes dring anaphase. he same effect is 
observed in HeLa cells when LGN is knocked ot sing siRNA (D et al., 2001), showing 
that LGN has a key role in mitosis. 
LGN has also been shown to bind KC/ζ, ar-6 and Lgl dring mitosis in HEK293 
cells (Yasmi et al., 2005). he Hek293 cells were synchronised sing thymidine and 
Nocodazole, lysed and then sbjected to an immnoprecipitation sing an anti-LGN 
antibody and sbseqent Western blotting sing anti-KC/ζ, ar-6 and Lgl antibodies. 
his revealed that LGN formed a comple with KC/ζ, ar-6 and Lgl and when compared 
to the non-synchromised cells, the formation of this comple increased dring mitosis. 
KC/ζ, Lgl and LGN also colocalise at the cell periphery dring metaphase in HEK293 
cells. 
LGN also binds NMa and they colocalise at the centrosomes dring mitosis in 
MDCK cells and the overepression of LGN disrpts the localisation of NMa at the 
centrosomes (D et al., 2001). LGN and NMa fnction together to reglate spindle 
formation and spindle pole organisation dring mitosis. NMa is reqired for the stability 
of microtbles; it prevents them from dissociating into tblin sbnits. LGN prevents 
NMa from binding microtbles by binding the region of NMa that binds microtbles. 
herefore, LGN reglates the binding of NMa to the microtbles at the spindle poles 
(D et al., 2002). However, how LGN is reglated is nknown, althogh interestingly it 
does contain potential KC phosphorylation sites according to rosite (Mochizki et al., 
1996) and may be reglated by KC phosphorylation at the centrosomes. herefore, it was 
decided to test if KC cold phosphorylate LGN. 
5.1.2 Glycogen Synthase Kinase 3β 
GSK3β was first described in 1992 as a component of a metabolic pathway (lyte 
et al., 1992) bt is now linked to many celllar processes, inclding, Wnt, NFκB and 
hedgehog signalling, cell fate and cell polarity (Kim and Kimmel, 2006). GSK3β localises 
to the centrosome and spindle microtbles dring mitosis in mammalian HeLa cells 
(Fmoto et al., 2006; Izmi et al., 2008; Wakefield et al., 2003). GSK3β phosphorylates 
microtble associated proteins, sch as a, decreasing their ability to stabilise 
microtbles (Lovestone et al., 1996). Dring mitosis microtble dynamics increase and 
microtble ncleation at the centrosome occrs (Compton, 2000). GSK3β is 
phosphorylated on S9 dring mitosis at the centrosome (Wakefield et al., 2003) and 
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inactivated (Harwood, 2001). GSK3β may also play a role in centrosomal protein 
transport, sch as ninein, by interaction with Bicadal-D. his reqires GSK3β activity, 
again indicating that GSK3β is active on the spindle microtbles (Fmoto et al., 2006). 
GSK3β has also been shown to reglate microtble dynamics throgh GC5 (γ-tblin 
comple protein-5) which is part of the centrosome. he inhibition of GSKβ at the 
centrosomes increases the recritment of GC5 and γ-tblin to the centrosome leading to 
more microtbles at the centrosome (Izmi et al., 2008). If GSK3β is totally inhibited in 
synchronised HeLa cells dring mitosis, there are defects in microtble and chromosome 
alignment, therefore active GSK3β is needed for chromosome alignment. he GSK3β at 
the centrosomes is already phosphorylated and inactivated at the centrosomes, so it mst be 
GSK3β on the spindle microtbles and elsewhere in the cytosol that is responsible for 
chromosome and microtble alignment (Wakefield et al., 2003). here is temporal and 
spatial phosphorylation and therefore inhibition of GSK3β. 
Wakefield and colleages sggest that it is KB that is phosphorylating GSK3β, as 
KB is active at the centrosomes. However, the staining is similar to the staining for 
phospho-KC/ζ shown in chapter 3 of this work, so it is possible that is it KC 
phosphorylating GSK3β. In spport of this hypothesis, GSK3β has also been shown to be a 
phosphorylation target of KCζ, however, not directly (Etienne-Manneville and Hall, 
2003a). GSK3β is phosphorylated at S9 at the leading edge of migrating astrocytes. he 
athors showed that GSK3β and KCζ form a comple by I and Western blotting. 
hospho-GSK3β was not detected in the Western blot indicating that KCζ cannot bind 
phospho-GSK3β. Inhibition of KCζ prevented GSK3β phosphorylation and transfection 
of wild-type bt not kinase dead KCζ cases GSK3β phosphorylation. his sggests that 
GSK3β is a phosphorylation target of KC, bt it has not been shown to be direct. It was 
within this paper that the role of GSK3β in cell polarity was elcidated. GSK3β 
phosphorylation on serine 9 occrs at the leading edge of migrating astrocytes. A S9A 
mtant of GSK3β injected into the leading edge prevents centrosome reorientation and 
polarity establishment. GSK3β phosphorylation is needed to inactivate GSK3β allowing 
that accmlation of β-catenin at the leading edge and the association of adenomatos 
polyposis coli (AC) with the pls ends of microtbles. β-catenin is not necessary for cell 
polarisation, bt AC is. However, how AC is involved in polarity remains nclear 
(Etienne-Manneville and Hall, 2003a). 
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5.2 Aims 
De to the large nmber of polarity proteins that are involved in similar processes 
to the ar-KC/ζ comple, bt which have not been reported as positive KC 
phosphorylation targets, the aim was to test some of these polarity proteins sing the GS-
fsion protein kinase assay method developed in chapter for. he polarity proteins chosen 
were; atj, als-1, Scribble and Dlg. o begin to nderstand the role of KC at the 
centrosome, another aim was to test two known centrosomal proteins, LGN and GSK3β, to 
see if they are directly phosphorylated by KC. 
5.3 Reslts 
lasmids for each of the sspected polarity phosphorylation candidates were 
reqested from other researchers. atj was kindly provided by A Le Bivic (Lemmers et al., 
2002), Scribbles was kindly provided by I Macara (Qin et al., 2005), Dlg was kindly 
provided by L Banks (Massimi et al., 2006) and als-1 was kindly provided by B. Margolis 
(Kamberov et al., 2000). All the genes had different tags on them so had to be cloned into a 
GS vector sing the Gateway® Cloning kit (stratagene), to allow epression in bacteria 
and prification. LGN-GS was kindly provided by V. Slepak (Nair et al., 2005) and 
GSK3β-GS was kindly provided by H. adel (Sn et al., 2002) and as they were already 
in GS epression vectors they cold be sed immediately. 
5.3.1 atj and Scribble 
atj contains one L27 domain and ten D domains. he L27 is a protein-protein 
binding domain that binds to the L27 domain of als-1 (Li et al., 2004). D domains are 
also protein-protein interaction domains (onting et al., 1997). No KC/ζ phosphorylation 
sites were predicted by Scansite. rimers were designed for atj as per manfactrers’ 
instrctions. he atj CR was sccessfl and a clear band at 4.7kb cold be seen (figre 
5.1b). he OO® reaction was then carried ot sing the CR prodct, amplified by 
E.coli, mini-prepped, and the prodcts ct with the restriction enzyme BSRG1. he 
OO® vector has BSRG1 sites at the recombination sites, so sing BSRG1 shold ecise 
the CR prodct. his did not occr for atj. he only band seen on ctting the plasmid 
was that of the self-ligated OO® vector (fig 5.1c). he OO® reaction was repeated 
si times altering the length of the OO® reaction and the temperatre, bt to no avail. 
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a atj (196kDa) 
L27 D D 
b + - emplate 
4.5kb 
c - + - + - + BRSG1 
2kb 
Figre 5.1 Unsccessfl Attempt to make a GS-fsion rotein of atj 
(a) A schematic diagram of the domains in atj. Scansite did not predict any KCζ 
phosphorylation sites, (b) atj CR was sccessfl. he atj CR prodct shold be 4.7kb, 
(c) atj OO™ reaction prodct, ct with the restriction enzyme BSRG1, shold have 
prodced a 4.7kb and a 2.5kb prodct, only the 2.5kb vector was present. his shows that 
there is no insert present. A few clones were also seqenced which contained no insert. 
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A few atj OO® constrcts were sent for seqencing and some retrned showing the 
OO® linker seqence and arond 100bp of the atj gene indicating that a trncated 
piece of the atj was being incorporated into the OO® vector and some contained no 
atj at all. 
Scribble contains for D domains, that are protein-protein interaction domains 
(onting et al., 1997). No KC/ζ phosphorylation sites were predicted by Scansite. 
rimers were designed for Scribble as per manfactrers’ instrctions. he Scribble CR 
was not sccessfl initially, only smears cold be seen on the gel (figre 5.2b). DMSO can 
help break secondary strctres in GC rich DNA allowing the polymerase easier access to 
the template DNA. On this basis 0%, 5% and 10% DMSO was added to each reaction and 
4.8kb CR prodct of Scribble was achieved with 10% DMSO (figre 5.2c). he Scribble 
CR prodct was then added to the OO® reaction, the reaction performed, the reaction 
prodct amplified by E.coli, mini-prepped, and the prodcts ct with the restriction 
enzyme BSRG1. he OO® vector has BSRG1 sites at the recombination sites, so sing 
BSRG1 shold ecise the whole 4.8kb CR prodct. his did not occr for Scribble. he 
only band seen on ctting the plasmid was that of the self-ligated OO® vector (fig 
5.2d). he OO® reaction was repeated twice, altering the length of time the reaction 
took place for, bt to no avail. No OO® reaction prodcts were sent for seqencing as 
none of them contained any inserts. 
De to the difficlties in cloning atj and Scribble, it was decided to focs on other 
candidates. 
5.3.2 als-1 is not hosphorylated by KC in vitro. 
als-1 contains two L27 domains, one D, one SH3 and one ganylate kinase-like 
domain. he L27 domain is a protein-protein binding domain that binds to the L27 domain 
of atj (Li et al., 2004). he D domain is also a protein-protein interaction domain 
(onting et al., 1997). he SH3 domain is also a protein-protein interaction domain 
(awson and Schlessingert, 1993). rimers were designed for als1 as per manfactrers’ 
instrctions. he CR was sccessfl and the prodct the correct size. he prodct was 
ligated into the OO® vector and finally the GS vector via the Gateway® Cloning kit 
(Invitrogen) (data not shown). he schematic in figre 5.3a shows the domains of als-1 









c 0% 10% 5% DMSO 
5kb 
d - + - + - + - + BSRG1 
2kb 
Figre 5.2 Unsccessfl Attempt to Make a GS-fsion rotein of Scribble 
(a) A schematic diagram of the domains in Scribble. Scansite did not predict any KCζ 
phosphorylation sites, (b) he initial Scribble CR did not work, (c) Addition of DMSO to 
the CR reaction mitre enabled Scribble CR to work and a band of 4.8kb, the size of 
scribble was present, (d) Scribble OO™ reaction prodct, ct with the restriction 
enzyme BSRG1, shold have prodced a 4.8kb and a 2.5kb prodct, only the 2.5kb vector 













































Figre 5.3 als-1 is not hosphorylated by KC in an in vitro Kinase Assay 
(a) A schematic diagram of the domains in als-1 tagged to GS. Scansite did not predict 
any KCζ phosphorylation sites, (b) als-1 is epressed in E.coli following the addition of 
L-arabinose and sccessflly prified sing gltathione sepharose beads, (c) he als-1-
GS fsion protein was sed in a kinase assay with KC, bt no phosphorylation was 
detected by atoradiography (bottom panel). he prified als1 protein cold be seen on 
the Coomassie stained kinase assay SDS-AGE gel (top panel). 
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he finished GS-tagged als-1 plasmid was transformed into BL21-A1 E.coli, the 
bacteria grown to the log phase and then L-arabinose added to indce epression of the 
protein. Upon L-arabinose addition the protein was epressed and prified sing 
gltathione sepharose beads (figre 5.3b) in the centre lane in figre 5.3b the indction of 
als-1 cannot be seen clearly; however, the prified protein is mch clearer in the right 
hand lane. 
he prified GS-als-1 fsion protein was added to a kinase assay containing 
KC and the reaction carried ot. he reaction was qenched sing sample bffer and the 
mitre separated by an SDS-AGE gel and visalised sing atoradiography. he top 
panel in figre 5.3c shows the Coomassie stained gel that contains the kinase assay mitre 
and the als-1 protein can clearly be seen. he bottom panel in figre 5.3c shows the 
atoradiograph, no phosphorylation band can be seen at the size of als-1. he 
atoradiograph was frther eposed and no phosphorylation bands were seen (data not 
shown), so no phosphorylation of als-1 by KC cold be detected (figre 5.3c). MB 
was sed as a positive control and was phosphorylated (data not shown). 
5.3.3 Dlg is not hosphorylated by KC in vitro, bt Increases KC 
Atophosphorylation 
Dlg contains one L27 domain, three D domains, one SH3 domain and a 
ganylate kinase domain that is inactive (Kistner et al., 1995). rimers were designed for 
Dlg as per manfactrers’ instrctions. he CR was sccessfl and the prodct the 
correct size. he Dlg CR prodct was ligated into the OO® vector and finally the GS 
vector via the Gateway® Cloning kit (Stratagene) (data not shown). he schematic in 
figre 5.4a shows the domains of Dlg fsed to the GS tag. he finished GS-tagged Dlg 
plasmid was transformed into BL21-A1 E.coli, the bacteria grown to the log phase and 
then L-arabinose added to indce epression of the protein. Upon L-arabinose addition the 
protein was epressed and prified sing gltathione sepharose beads (figre 5.4b). he 
prified GS-Dlg fsion protein was added to a kinase assay containing KC and the 
reaction carried ot. he reaction was qenched sing sample bffer and the mitre 
separated by an SDS-AGE gel and visalised sing atoradiography. A band was seen by 
atoradiography, bt Dlg phosphorylation by KC was not detected (figre 5.4c), when 
the top and lower panels are overlaid the phosphorylation band is mch lower than the Dlg 
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Figre 5.4 Dlg is not hosphorylated by KC bt Increases KC 
Atophosphorylation 
(a) A schematic diagram of the domains in Dlg tagged to GS. Scansite did not predict any 
KCζ phosphorylation sites, (b) Dlg was epressed in E.coli following the addition of L-
arabinose and sccessflly prified sing gltathione sepharose beads, (c) he Dlg-GS 
fsion protein was sed in a kinase assay with KC, bt no Dlg phosphorylation was 
visalised at the correct size (bottom panel). However there is a clear phosphorylation band 
at the same size as KC. he prified Dlg protein can be seen on the Coomassie stained 
kinase assay SDS-AGE gel (top panel) and is larger than the band seen by 
atoradiography. 
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his proves that it is not Dlg phosphorylation on the atoradiograph. he only other 
component within the mitre is KC and the phosphorylation band on the 
atoradiograph is the same size as KC (98 kDa), so it is highly likely that the band is 
KC atophosphorylation. However lane 3 contains the same amont of KC as lane 2 
and at this eposre time no atophosphorylation band is seen on the atoradiograph in this 
lane. his indicates that more KC atophosphorylation is taking place when Dlg is added 
to the kinase assay mitre. However, Dlg does not contain an active kinase domain, so 
appears to be increasing the atophosphorylation of KC. his eperiment was repeated 
for times. 
5.3.4 LGN is not hosphorylated by KC in vitro 
LGN contains si tetratricopeptide repeat (R) domains and for Go-Loco motifs. 
he R motifs mediate the interaction of LGN with NUMA (D et al., 2001), Lgl also 
binds the N-terminal region of LGN, bt it is nclear if this is via the R motifs (Yasmi 
et al., 2005). Go-Loco motifs associate with the Gα sbnits of heterotrimeric G-proteins 
and are responsible for the localisation of LGN (Kashik et al., 2003). he schematic 
diagram in figre 6.1a shows the domains of LGN fsed to the GS tag, inclding the 
potential KCζ phosphorylation sites predicted by Scansite. he GS-tagged LGN plasmid 
was transformed into BL21-A1 E.coli, the bacteria grown to the log phase, and then L-
arabinose added to indce epression of the protein. Upon L-arabinose addition, the 
protein was epressed and then prified sing gltathione sepharose beads (figre 6.1b). 
he prified protein is clear in the right hand lane of the Coomassie stained gel. he 
prified GS-LGN fsion protein was added to a kinase assay containing KC and the 
reaction carried ot. he reaction was qenched sing sample bffer and the mitre 
separated by an SDS-AGE gel and visalised sing atoradiography. hosphorylation of 
LGN cold not be detected (figre 6.1c). he top panel in figre 6.1c shows the Coomassie 
stained gel that contains the kinase assay mitre, LGN-GS can clearly be seen. he 
bottom panel in figre 6.1c shows the atoradiograph, no phosphorylation band can be 
seen at the size of LGN-GS. he atoradiograph was frther eposed and no 
phosphorylation bands were seen (data not shown). MB was sed as a positive control 















































Figre 5.5 LGN is not hosphorylated by KC in an in vitro Kinase Assay. 
(a) A schematic diagram of the domains in LGN tagged to GS inclding the potential 
phosphorylation sites predicted by Scansite, (b) LGN-GS is epressed in E.coli following 
the addition of L-arabinose and sccessflly prified sing gltathione sepharose beads, 
(c) he LGN-GS fsion protein was sed in a kinase assay with KC, bt no 
phosphorylation was detected by atoradiography (bottom panel). he prified LGN-GS 
protein can be seen on the Coomassie stained kinase assay SDS-AGE gel (top panel). 
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5.3.5 GSK3β is not hosphorylated by KC in vitro 
he schematic diagram in figre 5.6a shows the domains of GSK3β fsed to the 
GS tag, inclding the potential KCζ phosphorylation sites predicted by Scansite. he 
GS-tagged GSK3β plasmid was transformed into BL21-A1 E.coli, the bacteria grown to 
the log phase and then L-arabinose added to indce epression of the protein. Upon L-
arabinose addition the protein was epressed and then prified sing gltathione sepharose 
beads (figre 5.6b). he prified protein is clear in the right hand lane of the Coomassie 
stained gel. 
he prified GS- GSK3β fsion protein was added to a kinase assay containing 
KC and the reaction carried ot. he reaction was qenched sing sample bffer and the 
mitre separated by an SDS-AGE gel and visalised sing atoradiography. 
hosphorylation of GSK3β cold not be detected (figre 5.6c). he top panel in figre 5.6c 
shows the Coomassie stained gel that contains the kinase assay mitre, GSK3β -GS can 
clearly be seen. he bottom panel in figre 5.6c shows the atoradiograph, no 
phosphorylation band can be seen at the size of GSK3β-GS. he atoradiograph was 
frther eposed and no phosphorylation bands were seen (data not shown). MB was sed 
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Figre 5.6 GSK3β is not hosphorylated by KC in an in vitro Kinase Assay 
(a) A schematic diagram of the domains in GSK3β tagged to GS inclding the potential 
phosphorylation sites predicted by Scansite, (b) GSK3β-GS is epressed in E.coli 
following the addition of L-arabinose and sccessflly prified sing gltathione sepharose 
beads, (c) he GSK3β-GS fsion protein was sed in a kinase assay with KC, bt no 
phosphorylation was detected by atoradiography (bottom panel). he prified GSK3β -




In this chapter the nsccessfl cloning of Scribble and atj, into GS vectors has 
been described as well as the sccessfl cloning of als-1 and Dlg. als-1, LGN and 
GSK3β kinase assays with KC that cold not detect phosphorylation have also been 
described. he reslts of these eperiments are smmarised in table 5.1. Also in this 
chapter it has been shown that Dlg nepectedly increases the phosphorylation of KC. 
DNA CR OO® KA 
atj   N/A 
Scribble   N/A 
als-1    
Dlg    
LGN N/A N/A  
GSK3β N/A N/A  
able 5.1 A Smmary of the rogress made with Cloning of the Genes into GS 
Vectors and the Following Kinase Assays. 
he nsccessfl attempts to make atj and Scribble GS fsion proteins may have 
been de to the large size of the transcripts. atj is 4.7 kb and Scribble is 4.8kb. Dlg and 
als-1 which were sccessfl are 2.7kb and 2kb respectively. he OO® manfactrers 
indicate that the OO® vector will take seqences p to 10kb, however, they do say that 
longer ligation times may be reqired for larger plasmids. If more time was available, the 
atj and Scribble cold have been ct into two parts and pt into the OO® vector 
separately. his wold hopeflly allow the incorporation of the smaller piece of DNA into 
the OO® vector. However, when the protein is epressed, only half of it wold be there 
at any one time and this may affect the folding of the protein and possible phosphorylation 
by KC. his cold lead to false positives or missing KC phosphorylation altogether. 
Another way rond the problem of creating a GS fsion protein wold be to se another 
method to incorporate the Scribble and atj DNA into a GS vector. One sch method is 
to ct the vector and the DNA of Scribble or atj with different restriction enzymes, so that 
the vector cannot self ligate (becase the sticky ends are different) bt will ligate to the 
Scribble or atj DNA as they will be ct to complement the sticky ends of the vector. his 
wold allow incorporation of the whole Scribble or atj DNA seqence into the GS 
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vector. DMSO was sed in the Scribble CR to help break down secondary strctres in 
GC rich DNA. he DMSO was not removed and may have been a factor in the Scribbles 
OO® not working, even thogh it was at a low concentration in the final reaction 
(1.67%). In ftre, the CR prodct shold be gel etracted to remove the DMSO in case it 
is affecting the OO®. 
he reslts in figre 5.3 indicate that als-1 is not phosphorylated by KC in an in 
vitro kinase assay. However, de to the limitations with an in vitro method, the sitation in 
vivo cannot be determined. For eample, als-1 may need a binding partner to be 
recognised by KC. als-1 may also need a post-translational modification, which does 
not occr in bacteria, to be recognised and or phosphorylated by KC. It is impossible to 
prove that als-1 is not phosphorylated by KC, bt this data sggests that it may not be 
the case and it is likely that as it is not phosphorylated in vitro, it is not phosphorylated in 
vivo either. his sggests that KC is not reglating polarity by phosphorylating and 
controlling the fnction of als-1. 
he srprising reslt from this chapter was that Dlg increases the amont of KC 
phosphorylation (figre 5.4). Dlg is a MAGUK protein, bt its kinase domain is inactive 
(Kistner et al., 1995). herefore it mst be KC atophosphorylation that is increased by 
Dlg. An assay to confirm that Dlg increases KC atophosphorylation in vivo wold be to 
see if the amont of Dlg protein in a cell alters the amont of KC phosphorylation of its 
known targets sch as Lgl or ar-1b. his cold be achieved by overepressing or 
knocking down Dlg. 
Dlg recritment to the leading edge of migrating astrocytes is controlled by the ar-
KC/ζ comple, knock down of KCζ or KCζ inhibition prevents the recritment of Dlg 
to the leading edge. However, Dlg knockdown does not alter KCζ localisation (Etienne-
Manneville et al., 2005). he Dlg recritment to the leading edge cold activate KC 
frther at the leading edge and drive migration. Dlg mtants do have abnormal cell polarity 
in Drosophila (Bilder et al., 2000; Wodarz, 2000). Dlg localises to the sites of cell-cell 
contact in polarised cells, bt has not been reported to directly colocalise with KC or 
KCζ. However, Dlg may still activate KC by interacting with it transiently. Dlg may 
transiently localise with and activate KC dring the establishment of polarity. Live cell 
imaging of Dlg and KC dring the establishment of polarity wold reveal if this occrs. 
Dlg localises to the mitotic spindle in mitosis (Narayan et al., 2009) as does KC/ζ 
(chapter 3). It is possible then that one of the roles of Dlg at the mitotic spindle is to 
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activate KC/ζ by casing atophosphorylation. his wold eplain the increase in KC 
atophosphorylation seen in the kinase assay containing Dlg in this work and the increase 
in active phospho-KC/ζ seen in mitotic cells on the centrosomes and spindle (chapter 3). 
o test this, co localisation of Dlg with KC needs to be established at the mitotic spindle. 
If this co localisation occrs then a knock down of Dlg in mitotic cells needs to be 
performed to see a decrease in KC/ζ atophosphorylation. 
he reslts in figre 5.5 indicate that, althogh there are predicted phosphorylation 
sites within LGN, phosphorylation of LGN by KC cold not be detected sing this assay. 
De to the limitations with an in vitro method, the sitation in vivo cannot be determined. 
For eample, as with als-1, LGN may need a binding partner to be recognised by KC. 
LGN may also need a post-translational modification that does not occr in bacteria to be 
recognised and or phosphorylated by KC. However, heng and colleages have very 
recently pblished data showing that LGN is apically eclded in MDCK cells, and that 
this eclsion is mediated by KC/ζ and that kinase activity of KC/ζ is important 
(heng et al., 2010). his indicates that KC/ζ either phosphorylates LGN directly or that 
it phosphorylates another protein that mediates the eclsion effect on LGN. Interestingly 
the athors do not show an in vitro kinase assay for KC/ζ and LGN. Frther work will be 
reqired to elcidate the eact mechanism. As KC/ζ and LGN colocalise in HEK293 
cells dring mitosis (Yasmi et al., 2005), it will be interesting to see if this occrs in other 
polarised cell types, and whether this occrs dring mitosis. LGN may still be 
phosphorylated by KC, bt may only bind to KC in the comple with ar-6 and Lgl. 
otentially this can be followed p with a kinase assay sing more than jst LGN and 
KC, bt inclde Lgl and or ar-6 proteins. 
he reslts in figre 5.6 show that phosphorylation of GSK3β by KC cold not 
be detected in an in vitro kinase assay. It has been shown that KC/ζ activity cases the 
phosphorylation of GSK3β in vivo, however, direct phosphorylation has not been shown 
(Etienne-Manneville and Hall, 2003a). he athors of this paper make no mention of 
KC, and the inhibitors and the antibodies they se are not proven in the paper to only 
inhibit/detect KCζ. his makes it possible that they are presenting reslts that are relevant 
to KCζ and KC. Becase of this it is nlikely that it is de to the se of KC in the 
kinase assay instead of KCζ that is responsible for the lack of phosphorylation visalised. 
So there are three possibilities, either GSK3β is not phosphorylated by KC at all, that 
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GSK3β needs some sort of post translational modification or binding partner before it can 
be phosphorylated by KC or that KC is phosphorylating another kinase that goes on to 
phosphorylate GSK3β. his wold eplain the phosphorylation seen in vivo, bt not in the 
in vitro kinase assay presented here. If it is a binding partner that is reqired, it may be 
bond to nphosphorylated GSK3β which cold be immnoprecipitated from a cell lysate 
and the binding partner identified. If it is another kinase sch as ar-1 that is 
phosphorylating GSK3β then an in vitro kinase assay with kinases that KC 
phosphorylates cold be set p. If one is fond, this can be knocked down in vivo to see if 
there is a decrease in GSK3β phosphorylation. 
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Chapter 6 
he Hippo athway and KC 
6.1 Introdction 
6.1.1 he Hippo athway 
he Hippo pathway controls proliferation and cell death in epithelial cells and is 
linked to the control of organ size and tmorigenesis. Activation of the Hippo pathway 
sppresses Yap and az, which are transcriptional co-activators. his reslts in repression 
of cell proliferation. As depicted in figre 6.1, the mammalian hippo pathway consists of 
Mst1/2 (Drosophila hippo) a Ste-20 family protein kinase, which interacts with Salvador, a 
scaffold protein (Calls et al., 2006) and phosphorylates Lats1/2 (Drosophila Warts), a 
serine threonine kinase (Chan et al., 2005). Lats1/2 then phosphorylates Yap (Drosophila 
Yorkie) and its paralog az (Hao et al., 2008; Lei et al., 2008; hao et al., 2007) 
seqestering Yap otside of the ncles where it is nable to act as a transcriptional co-
activator (Bas et al., 2003) 
6.1.2 Mst1/2, Hippo and Salvador 
Mst1/2 and Hippo are serine/threonine kinases. In Drosophila eye discs, mtation 
of Hippo cases tisse overgrowth (Harvey et al., 2003). he C-terminal portion of Hippo 
binds the N-terminal of Salvador, which aids the binding of Hippo to Warts and the 
phosphorylation of Warts. Hippo is reqired for cell cycle eit as Hippo mtant cells 
contine dividing, creating overgrowth. here are also elevated protein levels of Cyclin E. 
DIA1 protein levels are also elevated in Hippo mtant cells. Overepression of Hippo 
decreases DIA1 protein levels. Hippo can phosphorylate DIA1 in vitro, bt it has not 
been shown if this occrs in vivo and cases DIA1 degradation. 
In mammals, MS1/2 binds to WW45 and phosphorylates Lats1/2 which then 
phosphorylates Yap, seqestering Yap ot of the ncles (eng and Hong, 2008). Yap is 
not phosphorylated by Lats1 in overepression stdies, nless Mst2 is also overepressed 
(Oka et al., 2008). his indicates that Mst1/2 and Lats1/2 act in the same way in mammals 


















Figre 6.1 he Drosophila and Mammalian Hippo athways 
A comparison of the Drosophila and mammalian Hippo pathways. Mst1/2 (Hippo) binds 
to WW45 (Salvador), which promotes the phosphorylation of Lats1/2 (Li et al.) by 
Mst1/2. Lats1/2 interacts with Mob1 (Mats) and phosphorylates Yap (Yorkie) casing its 
retention in the cytoplasm, ot of the ncles. 
6.1.3 Lats and Warts 
Lats1 and Lats2 are the mammalian orthologes of Drosophila Warts (Hori et al., 
2000). Lats1 and Lats2 interact with Yap in Hela cells (Hao et al., 2008; hang et al., 
2008) and in Cos7 cells (Hao et al., 2008). Lats1 interacts with Yap via the WW domains 
of Yap and the XY motif in Lats1 (Oka et al., 2008). When Yap is overepressed in 
MCF10 cells there is an increase in anchorage independent growth and cell migration; 
however, when Lats1 is co-epressed with Yap the phenotype is cancelled, indicating that 
Lats1 represses Yap (hang et al., 2008). Yap is phosphorylated by Lats1 and Lats2 in vivo 
in Cos7 cells. here are five Lats phosphorylation sites in Yap: S61, S109, S127, S164 and 
S397, two of which are conserved in Drosophila Yorkie, S109 and S127 (S111 and S168 
in Drosophila). Lats1 phosphorylation of Yap seqesters it in the cytoplasm shown by a 
doble transfection of Lats and Yap; however, Lats1 and Yap S5A (all five serines 
mtated) reslts in Yap nclear accmlation. his indicates that Lats1 represses Yap via 
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phosphorylation (Hao et al., 2008). Lats binds to Mob1 which stimlates the kinase activity 
of Lats1/2 (Lai et al., 2005; Wei et al., 2007). 
6.1.4 Yap and Yorkie 
Yap was first characterised in 1995, Yap mRNA was fond at high levels in the 
placenta, testis, ovary and small intestine and at lower levels elsewhere (Sdol et al., 
1995). Yap reglation is important for the control of organ size. Yap contains two WW 
domains which bind proline rich seqences in the EAD family of transcription factors. 
Activation of Yap in the liver of adlt mice reslts in a for fold increase in liver size, and 
in the intestine, Yap overepression reslts in an epansion of progenitor cells (Camargo et 
al., 2007). Yap activating mtations phenocopy the Mst1/2, Lats and Salvador loss-of-
fnction mtations. he Drosophila homologe of Yap is Yorkie and Yap can fnctionally 
replace Yorkie in Drosophila (Hang et al., 2005). Yorkie co-immnoprecipitates from 
Drosophila S2 cells with Warts and the WW domains of Yorkie are reqired for this 
interaction. Warts phosphorylates Yorkie in vitro (Hang et al., 2005). hosphorylation of 
Yorkie at serine 168 increases when Yorkie and Hippo, Salvador or Warts are 
overepressed together in S2 cells. his phosphorylation cases Yorkie to bind 14-3-3 
proteins and seqesters Yorkie in the cytoplasm, ot of the ncles. Conversely, loss of 
Hippo signalling cases Yorkie nclear accmlation (Dong et al., 2007). Yorkie is 
phosphorylated by Warts in vivo and there appear to be mltiple phospho-isoforms. A 
Yorkie mtant that has a serine to alanine mtation at serine 168 (S168A), which prevents 
the serine phosphorylation, cannot bind 14-3-3 proteins and accmlates in the ncles; 
however there is still some cytoplasmically located Yorkie. his indicates that there might 
be another mechanism that either pts more Yorkie in the ncles or seqesters it ot of 
the ncles. he Yorkie S168A mtant is hyperactivated, indicated by a severe overgrowth 
phenotype, which resembles the Hippo mtant (Oh and Irvine, 2008). 
Another mode of Yorkie reglation is mediated via its WW domains. Yorkie binds 
Epanded at the apical domain of cells via the WW domains in Yorkie and the XY 
motif within Epanded. his binding does not reqire Yorkie phosphorylation. Yorkie 
binding to Epanded inhibits Yorkie, presmably by keeping it ot of the ncles (Badoel 
et al., 2009). If the Yorkie WW domains are mtated Yorkie no longer localises to the 
apical domain (hang et al., 2009). Yorkie also binds Hippo via its WW domain and the 
XY motif in Hippo, which also represses Yorkie activity (Oh et al., 2009), so Yorkie 
signalling can be attenated by direct binding to members of the Hippo pathway as well as 
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phosphorylation by Warts. However, this direct binding reglation has yet to be shown for 
mammalian Yap. 
6.1.5 Downstream of Yap and Yorkie 
Downstream of Yorkie is a transcription factor called Scalloped (Golev et al., 
2008). Downstream of Yap is the EAD family of transcription factors and targets of these 
inclde connective tisse growth factor (CGF) (hao et al., 2008) DIA1, CyclinE 
(Kango-Singh et al., 2002; apon et al., 2002) and Epanded (Badoel et al., 2009). CGF 
promotes cell migration and proliferation in fibroblasts and is also involved in etracelllar 
matri remodelling (Mossad and Brigstock, 2000). DIA1 is a caspase inhibitor and 
therefore prevents caspase-dependent cell death (Wang et al., 1999). Cyclin E is involved 
in the G1-S phase transition of the cell cycle (Ohtsbo et al., 1995). Anti-Cyclin E 
antibodies prevent fibroblasts going into S-phase when microinjected into them. 
6.1.6 he Hippo athway and Cancer 
Hippo pathway misreglation leads to tisse overgrowth and Yap is thoght to be 
an oncogene. Overepression of Yap in MCF10A breast cells indces EM, anchorage 
independent growth and inhibition of apoptosis (Overholtzer et al., 2006). herefore, Yap 
can transform MCF10A cells. High levels of Yap and nclear accmlation of Yap have 
also been fond in colonic adenocarcinoma, lng adenocarcinoma and ovarian seros 
cystadenocarcinoma (Steinhardt et al., 2008). here is also strong nclear Yap staining in 
hepatocelllar carcinoma (hao et al., 2007) and the presence of high levels of Yap 
correlate with a poor patient prognosis (X et al., 2009). 
6.1.7 Upstream of the Hippo athway 
Upstream of the Hippo pathway in Drosophila, there are mltiple mechanisms of 
reglation. One protein pstream of the Hippo pathway is the transmembrane cadherin Fat, 
which binds to Dachsos, another transmembrane cadherin. hese two proteins recrit 
each other to the membrane (Willecke et al., 2008). hosphorylation of Fat and Dachsos 
by the kinases, For-jointed and Discs overgrown reglates their binding (Feng and Irvine, 
2009; Ishikawa et al., 2008). Fat and Dachsos signal throgh the nconventional myosin 
Dachs, which stabilises Warts (Cho et al., 2006) allowing Hippo pathway activation; 
however, how this stabilisation occrs is nknown. Fat and Dachsos are also reglated by 
Lowfat, which stabilises them (Mao et al., 2009), thogh again, how this stabilisation is 
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achieved is nknown. Another protein, Approimated, a palmitoyltransferase, also 
reglates Fat signalling by reglating the localisation and levels of Dachs (Matakats and 
Blair, 2008). High levels of Approimated lead to low levels of Dachs and therefore Hippo 
pathway sppression. A direct Hippo inhibitor is Drosophila RASSF (dRASSF). dRASSF 
binds directly to Hippo which prevents Hippo from binding to Salvador (olesello et al., 
2006). his prevents the activation of Warts and conseqently represses the Hippo 
pathway. 
Yorkie can also be directly inhibited by direct association with Epanded; this 
inhibition is possibly mediated by Epanded seqestering Yorkie ot of the ncles 
(Badoel et al., 2009). his seqestration wold prevent Yorkie from acting as a 
transcriptional co-activator. 
Another mode of Hippo reglation is throgh the Kibra-Epanded-Merlin comple. 
Epanded and the cytoskeletal protein, Merlin bind the WW-domain containing protein, 
Kibra at the apical membrane and this reslts in the core Hippo pathway components being 
localised to the apical membrane for activation (Bamgartner et al., 2010; Genevet et al., 
2010; Y et al., 2010). How the Kibra-Epanded-Merlin comple activates the core Hippo 
pathway components is nknown. 
Crmbs also reglates the Hippo pathway by binding to Epanded and localising it 
to the apical membrane (Ling et al., 2010). his localisation wold allow Epanded to bind 
Merlin and Kibra. Kibra is also phosphorylated by KCζ (Bther et al., 2004), however, 
whether this phosphorylation has any effect on the binding of Kibra to Epanded and 
Merlin and therefore any effect on the Hippo pathway is nknown. 
KC/ζ and Lgl also reglate the Hippo pathway. Lgl inhibits KC/ζ which 
activates the Hippo pathway. So if KC/ζ is not inhibited the Hippo pathway is inhibited 
by KC/ζ leading to Yorkie activation. KC/ζ inhibits the Hippo pathway by 
mislocalising Hippo and dRASSF, therefore preventing the interaction of Hippo with 
Salvador (Grzeschik et al., 2010). However, how this affect by KC/ζ is mediated is 
nknown. his links polarity complees directly to Hippo pathway reglation 
6.1.8 he Hippo athway and olarity 
In Drosophila it has also been shown that Warts mtant cells have larger apical 
domains (Jstice et al., 1995). wo papers have been recently pblished that link polarity 
and the hippo pathway, both sed Drosophila as a model organism. Genevet and 
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colleages created a nll Hippo mtant and showed that in imaginal discs there is an 
increase in the apical domain and an increase in the amont of KC protein present at the 
apical membrane (Genevet et al., 2009). hey also showed that the adherens jnctions are 
larger. he athors sggest that either Yorkie activates an apical determinant or that there 
maybe an imbalance between apical and basal endocytosis. Hamaratogl and colleages 
showed that in Hippo and Warts mtants, membrane levels of DaKC, atj and Crmbs 
are increased in the wing, antenna and eye imaginal discs (Hamaratogl et al., 2009). he 
athors sggest that the Hippo pathway reglates the amont of apical complees at the 
membrane. 
On the basis of the polarity and Hippo pathway links and that KC is often 
preglated in cancer, as is Yap; Yap became a possible target of KC. he following 
work was done in collaboration with Dr. Makoto Frtani-Seiki and Dr. Stefan Bagby 
(University of Bath). As this is a collaboration, Medaka Yap and az were sed. he Yap 
and az only contain abot first 250 amino acids, they are missing abot 200 aminoacids 
from the C-terminal, which contains a D motif and SH3 domain. 
6.2 Reslts 
6.2.1 KC hosphorylates Yap and az 
As the Hippo pathway appears to interact with polarity proteins it was hypothesised 
that KC may directly phosphorylate members of the Hippo pathway. Yap and az were 
scanned sing Scansite which showed they have predicted KC phosphorylation sites and 
Figre 6.2a depicts the domains of the proteins with the predicted scansite phosphorylation 
sites in black and the Lats sites in red. he S397 is not shown as this is a small piece of 
Yap that does not contain this site. rified Yap and az were kindly donated by Claire 
Webb and Stefan Bagby (University of Bath). he Coomassie stain of the prified proteins 
is shown in figre 6.2b. hese proteins were pt into a kinase assay with KC, rn on an 
SDS-AGE gel and visalised sing atoradiography. Clear phosphorylation of Yap and 
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Figre 6.2 Yap and az are hosphorylated by KC in vitro 
(a) A schematic diagram of the domains of Yap and az tagged to His inclding the 
phosphorylation sites predicted by Scansite in black (S54 and S45 respectively) and the 
known Lats phosphorylation sites for Yap in red, (b) His colmn prified az and Yap, 
(c) he prified His-tagged az and Yap were sed in a kinase assay with KC. Clear 
phosphorylation of az and Yap can be seen on the atoradiograph. 
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6.2.2 A rncated Version of Yap and az, Missing the otential KC 
hosphorylation Sites redicted by Scansite is Not hosphorylated by KC 
he predicted KC phosphorylation sites for Yap and az were at S54 and S45 
respectively. Claire Webb and Stefan Bagby kindly donated prified Yap and az that was 
trncated so didn’t contain the predicted KC phosphorylation sites; however, it does still 
contain the three of the five serines phosphorylated by Lats1. 
he schematic diagrams for the trncated Yap and az are depicted in figre 6.3a. 
he trncated proteins were pt into a kinase assay with KC, rn on an SDS-AGE gel 
and visalised by atoradiography. he trncated Yap and az proteins were not 
phosphorylated by KC in an in vitro kinase assay (figre 6.3b). his eperiment was 
repeated three times and the same reslt was achieved each time, so it can be conclded 
that KC phosphorylates the N-terminal part of Yap and az. MB was sed as a positive 
control, to ensre the KC was fnctional. MB was phosphorylated by KC (figre 















































Yap 105-234aa 22kDa a S109 S127 S164 
His WW WW 
az 103-218aa 19kDa










Figre 6.3 A rncated Version of Yap and az, Missing the otential KC 
hosphorylation Sites redicted by Scansite is not hosphorylated by KC 
(a) A schematic diagram of the domains of trncated Yap and az tagged to His which are 
missing the potential KC phosphorylation site predicted by Scansite, bt still contain 
three of the Lats sites (in red), (b) he prified, trncated Yap and az were sed in a 
kinase assay with KC. No phosphorylation cold be visalised on the atoradiograph, (c) 
MB was sed as a positive control for the kinase assay; clear phosphorylation of MB 
can be seen on the atoradiograph. 
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6.2.3 Mtated Yap and az are still hosphorylated by KC 
lasmid DNA coding for Yap and az was kindly donated by Makoto Frtani-
Seiki. o determine if Yap and az are phosphorylated on S54 and S45 respectively, they 
were mtated to alanines. he seqences srronding the predicted phosphorylation sites 
are identical, so the same primers were sed for both Yap and az. he seqences are 
depicted in figre 6.4. 
Yap - VVQSVMRMRKLDSFFKEKSHSRQASDAG 
az - RQSSVMRMRKLDSFFKERGHSRQASSDGG 
Figre 6.4 Seqence Comparisons Between az and Yap 
A seqence comparison of the amino acids srronding the predicted serine 
phosphorylated by KC (in red). he amino acids either side of the predicted serine are 
almost identical althogh they differ more as yo get frther pstream or downstream of 
the serine. 
he mtations were made sing site directed mtagenesis and confirmed by 
seqencing. he schematics in figre 6.5a depict the domains of Yap and az with their 
mtations. 
he Yap and az proteins were made in E.coli and prified. he mtant proteins 
along side the wild type were then pt into a kinase assay with KC as before. he kinase 
assay prodcts were then rn on an SDS-AGE gel and visalised sing atoradiography. 
he top panels in figres 6.5b and c show the Coomassie stained gel and therefore the 
proteins in the kinase assay. he lower panels in figre 6.5b and c shows the 
atoradiograph. Yap and az S54A and S45A mtants are still phosphorylated by KC. 
his reslt indicates that this site is either not phosphorylated by KC or that it is and is 
one of mltiple KC phosphorylation sites in Yap and az. It is likely that there are 
mltiple sites as the phosphorylation of the mtants appeared to be less than that of the 
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Figre 6.5 Yap and az, when Mtated at the Scansite redicted Serine are still 
hosphorylated by KC in an in vitro Kinase Assay 
(a) A schematic of the domains of az and Yap tagged to His inclding the serine 
phosphorylation sites predicted by Scansite mtated to alanine, (b) he prified His-tagged 
S54A Yap was sed in a kinase assay with KC. Clear phosphorylation of S54A Yap can 
be seen on the atoradiograph (lower panel). he prified S54A Yap protein can be seen 
on the Coomassie stained kinase assay SDS-AGE gel (top panel), (c) he prified His-
tagged S45A az was sed in a kinase assay with KC. Clear phosphorylation of S45A 
az can be seen on the atoradiograph. he prified S45A az protein can be seen on the 
Coomassie stained kinase assay SDS-AGE gel (top panel). 
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6.2.4 Overepression of Yap and KC cases Nclear Accmlation of Yap 
he data shown in figres 6.2, 6.3 and 6.5 show that KC phosphorylates Yap and 
az. o begin to establish the fnctional relevance of this it was decided to overepress 
hman Yap and hman constittively active KC together in MDCK cells and see if there 
was any movement of Yap within the cell. 
he consittively active KC has an alanine to gltamate sbstittion at reside 
120. this is within the psedosbstrate domain and has been shown to be active sing an 
invitro kinase assay (Spitaler et al., 2000). When Yap is overepressed in MDCK cells 
alone it shows niform cytoplasmic staining (figre 6.6a). However, when KC and Yap 
were overepressed together in MDCK cells strong nclear staining of Yap cold be seen 
(figre 6.6b). herefore, KC cases Yap nclear translocation. he in vitro stdies were 
carried ot with Medaka Yap, however, in the epression stdies Hman Yap was sed. 
he two proteins are similar and the predicted KC phosphorylation site is conserved. 
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a 
Yap-Flag Active KCι ORO-3 Combined 
b 
Yap-Flag Active KCι ORO-3 Combined 
Figre 6.6 KC Cases Yap to Move into the Ncles when they are Overepressed 
in MDCK Cells 
(a) When Flag tagged Yap is overepressed in MDCK cells it shows niform cytoplasmic 
staining,  two representative images containing transfected cells are shown (pper and 
lower panels) (b) When Flag tagged Yap is overepressed with KC in MDCK cells, 
there is clear nclear accmlation of Yap, bt not KC, two representative images 
containing transfected cells are shown. he antibody sed can detect KC and KCζ. 
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6.3 Discssion 
Yap and az act at the end of the Hippo signalling pathway. he data presented 
here shows that KC phosphorylates Yap and az in vitro on the N-terminal part of the 
protein (figre 6.3) and KC can promote the nclear localisation of Yap (figre 6.4). 
It appears that S54 and S45 are not the only phosphorylation targets for Yap and 
az respectively. When these sites were mtated to alanine phosphorylation of Yap and 
az by KC still occrs (figre 6.4). herefore, these serines may be a KC 
phosphorylation targets, bt cannot be the only phosphorylation site. he slight redction 
in phosphorylation of the mtant Yap and az is consistent with this idea. his needs to be 
investigated frther. he Yap and az protein seqences will have to be eamined 
manally sing the SSM for KC (Fjii et al., 2004). here are thirteen serines and two 
threonines in the N-terminal half of Yap and az. his will allow a screen of the seqence 
and will hopeflly identify candidate serine or threonine KC phosphorylation sites that 
can be mtated to alanine and sed in an in vitro kinase assay to identify the KC 
phosphorylation site(s). he C-terminal half of Yap and az also needs to be checked 
sing the in vitro kinase assay for KC phosphorylation. his phosphorylation also needs 
to be investigated in vivo. Once the phosphorylation sites have been elcidated a phospho-
specific antibody cold be generated and applied to cells overepressing Yap and KC to 
see if it is the phosphorylation that cases nclear localisation. he phospho-specific 
antibody cold also be sed to look for endogenos Yap phosphorylation. If KC 
phosphorylation cases Yap to move into the ncles then only phospho-Yap will be seen 
in the ncles. Another se for this antibody cold be to see whether knocking down 
KC/ζ stops the Yap phosphorylation, to show that KC/ζ is the only kinase that 
phosphorylates Yap on those site(s). 
When KC and Yap are overepressed together, a significant portion of the Yap 
protein relocalises to the ncles (figre 6.5). he phosphorylation of Yap by KC is 
likely to be the signal for Yap to move into the ncles. his will have to be proven once 
the site(s) of Yap phosphorylation by KC are fond. hese site(s) can be mtated to 
alanine and if when overepressed with KC the serine-alanine mtant does not go into 
the ncles, the KC phosphorylation is the signal. his can be achieved sing a Yap 
antibody or tagging the mtated Yap and sing an antibody against the ag. It will also be 
interesting to see if KC overepression has the same effect on endogenos Yap as it does 
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on overepressed Yap. A KC/ζ inhibitor cold also be sed to test whether endogenos 
Yap becomes less phosphorylated or moves ot of the ncles pon KC/ζ inhibition. 
he phosphorylation of az by KC also needs to be investigated as little is 
known abot the targets or reglation of az. o see if the same effect of KC on Yap 
occrs with az, it will be interesting to overepress az with KC and see if nclear 
accmlation of az occrs. If it does, the same eperiments described for Yap can be 
carried ot. 
As high nclear levels of Yap are fond in many cancers (Steinhardt et al., 2008; 
hao et al., 2007), as is KC (Eder et al., 2005; Kojima et al., 2008; Li et al., 2008; atel 
et al., 2008; Regala et al., 2005b; Scotti et al., 2010; akagawa et al., 2010; Wang et al., 
2009; Yang et al., 2008; hang et al., 2006) and the overepression phenotype of Yap is 
tisse overgrowth and transformation (Overholtzer et al., 2006), it is possible that one of 
the effects of KC overepression in cancer is to case Yap to move into the ncles and 
act as a transcriptional co-activator leading to transformation and overgrowth. his theory 
can be tested by knocking down Yap in a KC high epression setting sch as a cancer 
cell line with high KC levels, sch as A549, and see if transformation and proliferation 
still occr. 
In a normal non-canceros setting, the Hippo signal may override the KC signal 
as KC is mainly localised to the apical jnctions not the ncles (chapter 3). his may 
prevent KC from binding to and phosphorylating Yap, and therefore giving it a nclear 
signal. However, KC may also phosphorylate Yap in the cytoplasm. KC/ζ also 
reglates the Hippo pathway by mislocalising Hippo, so there are two modes of Hippo 
reglation by KC/ζ (see introdction and depicted in figre 6.6). he two complees, 
Hippo and polarity, may negatively reglate each other as Hippo signalling sppresses the 
amont of apical complees (Hamaratogl et al., 2009) and KC sppresses the Hippo 
pathway by phosphorylating and activating Yap as well as reglating Hippo localisation. 
Althogh this interaction needs to be investigated frther, it has potential to help eplain 













Figre 6.6 KC and the Hippo athway 
KC inhibits the Hippo pathway by mislocalising Hippo, preventing the phosphorylation 




Final Smmary and Ftre Directions 
he aim of the work described here was to discover new sbstrates of KC with 
the aim of elcidating how KC fnctions in cancer. 
Chapter 3 demonstrates the localisation of the atypical KC proteins. Antibody 
staining revealed that both KC and KCζ localise to the tight jnctions. Frther staining 
revealed that both isoforms also localise to the centrosomes dring mitosis. he staining 
sing the active phospho-KC antibody indicated that KC/ζ was active at the 
centrosomes. Frther work is reqired to determine which aKC isoform is active at the 
centrosomes, or whether they are both active there. 
o elcidate novel KC phosphorylation targets a kinase assay was developed 
(Chapter 4). Initially KC was overepressed in Xenops embryos with the known 
phosphorylation targets, Lgl and ar-1. hese were then immnoprecipitated and sbjected 
to a Western blot with pan phospho-serine and threonine antibodies. Unfortnately the 
antibodies did not recognise the phospho-Lgl or hospho-ar-1. An in vitro kinase assay 
sing commercially obtained KC, Lgl and ar-1b prified from Xenops embryos and 
radiolabelled A was then tried. ar-1b phosphorylation cold not be detected. he Lgl 
phosphorylation cold be detected, bt nfortnately KC immnoprecipitated with the 
Lgl, reslting in phosphorylation of Lgl, with and withot the addition of KC to the 
kinase assay. De to these difficlties it was decided to epress the proteins in bacteria so 
that KC wold not be immnoprecipitated with the candidate phosphorylation target. 
his was sccessflly achieved sing GS-ar-1 and an in vitro kinase assay sccessflly 
carried ot. 
he establishment of the in vitro kinase assay allowed the testing of potential KC 
phosphorylation targets. As KC/ζ is a crcial reglator of cell polarity, possible polarity 
phosphorylation targets were tested sing the in vitro kinase assay (Chapter 5). atj and 
Scribbles were not sccessflly cloned into the GS vector and will reqire frther work to 
be able to test these in a kinase assay. he cloning of als-1 and Dlg was sccessfl and 
these were sed in the kinase assay.  als-1 displayed no detectable phosphorylation by 
KC, indicating that it is not a sbstrate of KC. Dlg also showed no detectable 
phosphorylation by KC, bt interestingly increased the amont of KC 
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atophosphorylation. he phosphorylation cannot be Dlg phosphorylating KC as Dlg has 
no fnctional kinase domain. his indicates that Dlg, by binding to KC cases it to 
atophosphorylate and activate itself frther. his reslt demonstrates a new method of 
KC activation and it will be interesting to see if this activation occrs in vivo. Dlg is 
fond at the centrosomes, dring metaphase, as is KC, so Dlg cold case the activation 
of KC at the centrosomes dring mitosis. esting this hypothesis will reqire frther 
investigation, possibly by overepression of Dlg in cltred cells, and seeing if the 
phosphorylation of KC sbstrates increases or if the atophosphorylation of KC itself 
increases. It will also be interesting to see if the Dlg indced atophosphorylation occrs 
dring metaphase when KC is active at the centrosomes. he cells cold be arrested in 
metaphase and then KC/ζ can be immnoprecipitated ot and Western blotting sed to 
see if Dlg is bond to KC dring mitosis. 
Yrt is another polarity protein that is reglated by phosphorylation in Drosophila, 
however, the kinase responsible is crrently nknown. Yrt was not investigated in this 
project bt ftre work cold eamine if Yrt is reglated by phosphorylation in 
mammalian cells and if this phosphorylation is carried ot by KC. his can be achieved 
initially sing the kinase assay described here with mammalian Yrt. If Yrt is 
phosphorylated by KC, frther stdies can be carried ot to see if this phosphorylation 
occrs in vivo and the effects of the phosphorylation. 
he staining in Chapter 3 also led to the testing of centrosomal proteins as potential 
KC phosphorylation targets (Chapter 5). Unfortnately, the two proteins tested, LGN 
and GSK3β displayed no detectable phosphorylation by KC, indicating that they are not 
direct phosphorylation sbstrates of KC. Frther candidates will have to be tested to find 
the phosphorylation target(s) of KC at the centrosomes. One of these cold be Rassf7, 
which localises to the centrosomes (Sherwood et al., 2008) and has predicted KC/ζ 
phosphorylation sites. Another centrosomal and spindle localised protein is the GEF Ect2 
(Ocegera-Yanez et al., 2005), at the centrosomes, Ect2 activates Cdc42 by reglating the 
amont of G bond to it. Ect2 has been linked to the ar-KC comple in NSCLC and 
has been shown to bind the comple (Jstilien and Fields, 2009). In early mitosis Ect2 is 
phosphorylated by an nknown kinase, KC/ζ cold phosphorylate Ect2, at the 
centrosomes, leading to Cdc42 activation and frther KC/ζ activation, creating a positive 
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feedback loop. his needs to be investigated starting with the in vitro kinase assay 
described here. 
he final chapter demonstrates that KC can phosphorylate and case nclear 
accmlation of the Hippo pathway members Yap and az. he site(s) phosphorylated by 
KC, remain nknown, bt they are in the N-terminal half of the protein. he 
phosphorylation of Yap and az and the nclear accmlation of Yap pon overepression 
with KC is particlarly eciting as it may help to eplain the mechanism by which KC 
fnctions in tmorigenesis. KC is preglated in cancer and this preglation may case 
Yap phosphorylation and nclear entry. Overepression of Yap cases tisse overgrowth, 
so the reglation of Yap by KC may eplain how KC fnctions in cancer. It will be 
interesting to test it if is the phosphorylation by KC that cases Yap to go into the 
ncles when they are overepressed together. It will also be interesting to test whether 
KC phosphorylates Yap in a normal cell setting or jst dring growth. 
A smmary of the pblished phosphorylation sbstrates, sbstrates identified in this 
work and sbstrates that have been shown to not be phosphorylated in vitro inclding 
pblished data and data from this project by KC are listed in table 7.1. 
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roteins hosphorylated by KC/ζ 
rotein Reference 
Lgl (Betschinger et al., 2003) 
ar-1 (Hrov et al., 2004) 
ar-3 (Nagai-amai et al., 2002) 
Crmbs (Sotillos et al., 2004) 
X-GA (Hyodo-Mira et al., 2006) 
p70 S6 Kinase (Akimoto et al., 1998) 
IKKβ (Win and Acevedo-Dncan, 2008) 
Nmb (Smith et al., 2007) 
O-2 (Avila-Flores et al., 2001) 
Ncleolin (ho et al., 1997) 
Ezrin (Wald et al., 2008) 
Miranda (Atwood and rehoda, 2009) 
Bad (Jin et al., 2005) 
Src-3 (Garabedian and Logan, 2008; Yi et al., 2008) 
IRS-1 (Weyrich et al., 2007) 
Yap his work 
az his work 
roteins Not Directly hosphorylated by KC/ζ 
ar-6 (Lin et al., 2000) 
GSK3β his work 
LGN his work 
als-1 his work 
Dlg his work 
able 7.1 A list of the known positive and negative phosphorylation sbstrates of 
KC 
Overall these reslts provide an interesting platform for frther research to 
elcidate the mechanisms of KC reglation and the mechanisms by which KC carries 
ot its normal fnctions and promotes tmor growth 
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